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1 SUMMARY
Oxford Archaeology (OA) undertook evaluations of Hanson Aggregates' Sutton
Courtenay Pit in 1993 and 1997, and maintained a Watching Bríef between 1997 and
2000. All work was carried out ahead of mineral extraction. The aim of the I4rúching
Brief was to monitor topsoil strippíng and record any archaeological remøins.

The fieldwork revealed extensive Bronze Age, Iron Age and Roman-period
landscapes. The Bronze Age features were concentrated in the western and central
areas of the site, and comprised rectilinear systems of traclauays and enclosures.
These were often associated with large pits or waterholes. Iron Age activity is limited
mainly to field ditches. Significant activity was witnessed during the early Roman
period, consisting of rectilinear field systems, enclosures, and tracla,vays. A high-
status enclosure was established in the later Ist century. The level of activity clearly
declined after c AD I20. Medieval field systems were also revealed.

2 PROJECT BACKGROIJND

2,1 Location and scope of work
'Work 

at Appleford Sidings was centred at NGR SU 522 925 in the eastern part of
Hanson Aggregates' (formerly ARC) Sutton Courtenay Pit (Fig 1). The site is located
south-west of the Appleford Crossing for the Didcot/Oxford railway line, south of
Appleford village and east of Sutton Courtenay. Didcot is located almost 1.5 km to
the south.

oxford Archaeology, then the oxford Archaeology unit (oAU), carried out an
evaluation in 1993 (OAU 1993), covering areas of gravel extraction (Blocks 5, 8, 9
and 3). An evaluation of an atea immediately to the west and south of the 1993 work,
covering Blocks 2, 3 and 10, was undertaken in 1997. In light of significant
unforeseen discoveries, this work was followed by a Watching Brief. Further
monitoring of topsoil stripping and archaeological recording was carried out between
1998 and 2000, which concentrated in the northern and eastem parts of the site.

2.2 Topography and geology

The site.is situated on flat land at approximately 50 m OD, River terrace sands and
gravels (first flood plain type terrace) form the underlying geology (British
Geological Survey 1981, Sheet 253). A silty clay ploughsoil settled on top of the
archaeology.

2.3 Historical and archaeological background
Appleford Sidings lies within an aÍea of significatt archaeological and historical
remains. Investigations over the past 40 years have revealed much of these. Pre-
Bronze Age evidence has been restricted largely to chance finds, such as a beaker, a
polished stone axe, and ?dagger, all dating to the Neolithic period (Hinchliffe and
Thomas 1980, 106). Limited evidence for Bronze Age occupation came to light

5
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during excavations west of Appleford village in 1973 by the Upper Thames

Archaeological Committee and the then Oxfordshire Archaeological Unit. A few pits

isolated within Iron Age and Roman-period landscapes were assigned to the late

Bronze Age, although cropmark evidence, including a double ring ditch, hinted at

more extensive remains. More substantial archaeology has belonged to the Iron Age

and Roman period. Excavations between 1967 and 1974 by Reading Museum

revealed ring-ditches and a polygonal enclosure dating to the early Iron Age (ibid.,

18). The 1973 investigations gave anumber of domestic enclosures and field systems,

préviously recorded ãs cropmarks, a middle Iron Age date. Occupation continued

ãuring the late Iron Age and into the Roman period. Evidence assigned to the latter

perioã, essentially dating from the mid 2nd century onwards, comprised a system of
ãitch-lined trackways and enclosures with associated waterholes. A 4th century

inhumation cemetery was also uncovered (ibid., 62-90). Saxon remains within the

immediate vicinity óf eppleford Sidings have proved elusive, although evidence of
national significance is well known to the west at Sutton Courtenay. Appleford village

was establfthed by the 10th century to the north east of Appleford Sidings. Medieval

farming and later quarrying have kept the site largely free of development.

The area of land subject to the work carried out by OA in 199311997-2000 has been

little investigated until this time. An evaluation consisting of geophysical survey,

fieldwalking and trial trenching was undertaken in 1993. Enclosures of Roman date

were identified in the north part of the site, but other landscape features were

otherwise undated. An adjoiniîg area was evaluated in 1997 and was subject to a

Watching Brief in the same year. In view of the potential importance of the Bronze

Age discoveries, the area subject to evaluation in 1993 was monitored during topsoil

stripping in 1998, revealing more of the Bronze Age landscape. The Roman-period

tunãr.up" identified in the earlier evaluation was investigated during Watching Briefs

in 1999 and 2000.

2.4 FieldworkmethodologY

2.4.1 The Evaluøtìons

The methodologies used during the 1993 and 1997 evaluations are described in the

respective r"portr of that work (OAU 1993 and July 1997), and are summarised here.

A iotal of 3ltrenches were excavated in the central area of the site in 1993 (Block 5'

9 and part of Block 3), following a c¿lmpaign of fieldwalking (Fig 2). ln the same

year, a geophysical survey was undertaken in the north-west part of the quarry (Block
-a). 

ntoðt r 2,3 and 10 of the gravel extraction area) to the west of the 1993 zone was

evaluated in 1997 . A total of 26 trenches were dug. In both cases, a mechanical digger

was used to excavate to the top of the first significant archaeological horizon or the

gfavel subsoil. A representative sample of features was excavated. A proposal was

made to excavate a group of cremation burials identified in Trench 20 in the southern

part of the site, althóuglL this area has now been placed outside the current quarrying

boundaries.

2.4.2 The Watchíng Bríef
The first stage of a Watching Brief was carried out in 1997 during topsoil stripping

(Fig. 2; flatã t). Stripping of an adjacent area to the east, which had been subject to

an evaluation in 1993, was monitored in 1998. Expansion of the stripping progranìme

eastwards allowed Blocks 4 and 6 to be investigated in the same way. The north-east
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area of the quarry (Block 7), which had not undergone evaluation, was monitored
during topsoil stripping in 1999. The final stage of investigation took place in 2000.
An area in the north-west part of the quarry was monitored (Block 8).

2.5 Quantification of the archive

2.5,1 Strøtígraphìc døtø

Totals

2294

t49

s58

6

51

30

42

51

Record t¡1pe

Context sheets

Plans

Sections

Small finds record sheets

Environmental samples record sheets

Levels sheets

Colour films

Black and white films

2.5.2 Quanffication of arteføctual and ecoføctual møteríøI

7

No. of pieces

5275

528

I
4

40

39
.,

6

271

4239

)

13

Material

Pottery

Fired Clay

Worked stone

Glass

CBM

Iron objects

Copper alloy and lead objects

Slag

Flint

Human Bone

Animal bone

Shell
'Wood
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3 STRATIGRAPHICSUMMARY

3.1 General Summary

The density of the archaeology was reasonably even throughout the site, although

spatial differences were observed between periods. Bronze Age features are

cãncentrated in the westem part of the site, thinning out towards the east and north.

Roman-period features are located mainly in the northern portion of the site. Overall,

the archãeological landscape is characterised by pits and linear features, with much

evidence of intercutting. Th. site has suffered from a high degree of truncation and

contamination through medieval ridge-and-funow and other land divisions.

Moreover, ploughing has taken place until the recent times, continuing even between

the 1993 and 1997 iãvestigationr. Th"rc have undoubtedly truncated portions'of some

features and utterly destroyed others. Further difficulties have arisen with the fact that

the distribution oi datable material was sparse, being concentrated in relatively few

features. The size of pottery groups tended to be small, frequently restricted to a

handful of sherds. Along with the probability of a high level of residuality, well-dated

stratigraphic sequences are infrequent. Sufficient evidence survives, however, to

allow the archaeólogical activity to be divided into five provisional phases (Fig 4).

3.2 Phase 1- Neolithic

An isolated pit has been assigned to this phase on the basis of its artefactual

assemblage .prt SSlA,excavated in 2000 in the NW area of the site, yielded a coherent

assemblale of 126 flint flakes and chips, which has been given a Neolithic date on

technological grounds. This was accompanied by some 4l sherds of sand-tempered

pottery. biagnostic rolled rims provide the group with an early Neolithic date (A

Barclay, pers comm).

3.3 Phase 2 - Bronze Age

Features dated to this phase were concentrated in the western and central portions of
the site. Many of theså are likely to fall within the middle to late parts of the period.

The Bronze Age landscape is characterised by ditches on roughly E-W and N-S

orientations. A north-soutL aligned ditch dominates the extreme western side of the

site. Long and sinuous, the ditch has been recut throughout its course, and runs more

or less through the entire length of the excavated area. The course of the ditch mirrors

that of another major ditch tã the.east, and together they display close symmetry in

plan. However, except for this, there are few other links between them. Bronze Age

pottery was recovetrd fro* the former, while the latter yielded no dating evidence.

ilhe westernmost ditch must represent a secondary phase of Bronze Age land use,

since it overlies a system of rectilinear enclosures. The ditch is itself cut by enclosure

ditches and a pit. Pãrhaps crucially, the eastern ditch cuts Bronze Age features' but is

truncated only Uy modern features. But given their similarities in form, it is almost

certain that both ditches were in contemporaneous use as a trackway. However, the

life of the eastern ditch appears to have been extended well beyond the Bronze Age'

as it is associated with a probable Roman-period ditch running parallel to it.

More enclosures are located in the central, eastern and northem parts of the site. All
are rectilinear; some are more or less fully enclosed, while others are open on one or

two sides. Considering the level of truncation, determining their original plan and

identiffing irrternal features and entrances is problematical. A number of large pits or
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waterholes were located within the western area, often associated with enclosures
(Plate 2). Taken together, the evidence appears to represent a pastoral landscape: the
trackway facilitated large scale movement of livestock to be herded into enclosures.
The focus of the settlement is unknown. Severe truncation may have removed
ephemeral, but crucial, traces, such as postholes. The focus itself may have shifted
over time. The quantity of domestic artefacts suggests that any settlemãnt is likely to
be close. Considerable quantities of late Bronze Age pottery was recovered from the
1973 excavation, tþough few features could be assigned to this date.

3.4 Phase 3 - Iron Age
A small amount of Iron Age pottery, possibly from the early period, was recovered
from very straight, shallow gullies in the southern portion of tie site. other features of
similar form and on the same orientation, and which cut Bronze Age features ftut are
otherwise undated), may also belong to this phase. Assuming thaì such features are
chronologically linked, then an extensive, though thinly distributed, early Iron Age
field system succeeded the Bronze Age landscape. However, a change in function
may be discerned. The Iron Age features serve to divide large areas ãf land, rather
than enclose smaller portions of it, and are perhaps indicativeãf changing laná use or
organisation' Late Iron Age pottery was recovered from the north-w"rt.- part of the
site, suggesting a lst century AD inception date for some of the early Romån features
in that area.

3.5 Phase4-Roman
Features dated to this phase are located almost exclusively in the northem part of the
site. Two enclosures dominate the north-western area. The northernmost feature is a
square enclosure, possibly double-ditched on three sides, and triple-ditched on the
north side (Plate 4). An entrance is provided through the south side. post-Roman
truncation has reduced intemal featurãs to amorphoris shapes. These do not form a
coherent pattern and are impossible to interpret with certainty, but it is possible that
they to relate to an associated building. Pottery recovered from the enclosure ditches
and some of the ilternal features suggests reasonably high-status occupation during
the second half of the lst century AD. A larger enclosure lies immeàiately to the
south. Its entire plan has not been recorded, but it also appears to be rectilinear. It
comprised single lengths on its north and east sides. A longer ditch runs alongside
both the latter side and the eastern side of the upper square enclosure, appearing to
form a connecting trackway. Ceramic evidence suggests that both enclosurãs were in
use at the same time. More Roman-period evidence was identified in the north-east
area of the site (excavated in 1999). This comprises a NE-SV/ orientated trackway
that separates rectilinear enclosures. The trackway appears to be overlain by further
enclosures, although more work is required to 

- ilari¡, the stratigraphic and
chronological sequence. The ceramic evidence spans the láte lst-early ãrrá ."ntory,
hinting that these features were in use later than the enclosures to the north-west.

To the south of these, at the extreme eastern end of the site, a single cremation burial
pit was set within a small square enclosure (Plate 3). Its contents included nails from
shoes and probably a wooden casket. Another pit, containing burnt material possibly
associated with the cremation process, had been cut into a corner of the enclosure.
Limited evidence suggests that the use of a Bronze Age ditch at the western end of the
site continued into the Roman period. A new ditch was cut parallel with it and
followed its sinuous curves. Firm dating evidence is absent from 

-both. 
Two sherds of
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Roman pottery were recovered from the westem ditch during the 1997 evaluation

(OAU ¡úy t997,4). Undiagnostic Roman pottery was also found in an associated

ditch at the southern end olthe much nanower route now defined by the two N-S

orientated ditches. If the eastern ditch originated in the Bronze Age, then it represents

a remarkable survival of form and function. The alignment of these ditches beyond

the northem limit of investigation is unknown, although they may well form part of a

trackway excavated in 1973 (Hinchliffe and Thomas 1980). Interestingly, the Roman-

period évidence recovered during that excavation dates from the mid 2nd century

ãn*ards. Occupation at Applefoid Sldingr ceased during the first half of the 2nd

century, upp.uting to resumè a short distance to the north, although the use of the

ditches possibly continued.

3.6 Phase5-Post-Roman
The site was used for farming during the medieval period. Remnants of ridge-and-

furrow survive across the site. A number of amorphous features particularly in the

north-western area may represent earlier medieval land divisions. The small post-

medieval pottery assemblage recovered from the site suggests limited post-medieval

activity ln ttre ãrea. A few features have been assigned to this period, including an

isolateã pit at the western end of the site, which yielded a single sherd of pottery and

tile fragments, and ditches at the eastern end. A farm building stood in the extreme

NW corner of the 2000 area, but was only subject to very limited investigation.

4 ARTEFACTUAL SUMMARY

4.1 Poffery

4.1.1 Prehístoríc ønd Roman-períod

A total of 5275 sherds, weighing 54,240 g, was recovered during four seasons of

fieldwork between 1997 and 2000. This material was rapidly scanned to determine

context dates and to assess the character of the pottery. The ceramic evidence divided

into two main periods - Bronze Age and Roman. Much smaller amounts of pottery

were dated to the Iron Age. Flint-tempered Bronze Age pottery represented l9o/o of
the whole assemblage by weight. The pottery spanned the period, but the emphasis

can be placed on ih. middle or Deveral-Rimbury phase (1750-1150 BC). This

assembláge is characterised by a relatively high proportion of Globular Urns, which

aÍe rare finds from this region. A small propottion ôf sand and clay-pellet tempered

fabrics was also present, *tti"tt may belong to the early Iron Age' However, since

such contexts tended to yield just a few sherds each, dating is very uncertain'

Together with the late Iron Age material, Iron Age pottery accounted for 5o/o of the

assãmblage by weight. Roman pottery formed the largest proportion of the

assemblale, tJking ullW share (41,9 87 Ð.This was predominantly of early Roman

date. Pottery definitely dating after 4D120 is sparse by comparison. A few sherds of
late Roman-Oxfordshire proãucts are present, including a white ware mortarium and

Oxfordshire red colour-coated sherds.

4.1.2 Post-medíevøl
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A small amount of post-medieval pottery was recovered, totalling2ll g (representing
less than lo/o of the site assemblage). The pottery mainly comprised coarse wares,
with some glazed red wares also present.

4.2 Flint
A total of 271 flints and 19 pieces of burnt unworked flint was recovered from the
excavations. The flintwork includes a small number of Mesolithic and Neolithic flints,
distinguished on technological grounds, amongst a predominantly Bronze Age
assemblage. A small number of features contained flintwork in fresh condition. The
artefacts were catalogued according to broad artefactldebitage type, general condition
noted and dating attempted where possible. Unworked burnt flint was quantified by
piece and weight.

4.3 Worked stone

The objects were scanned with the aid of a hand lens. The stone is largely unworked
but bumt and includes a large number of fire cracked pebbles. Those items that were
obviously worked were extracted and examined individually. The worked stone
includes a rotary quem, up to two saddle quems, two hammerstones, one possible
processor and some possible fragments of building stone. The rotary quern and a
possible saddle quern were from early Roman contexts. The majority of the stone was
from Bronze Age contexts

4.4 Ceramic building material
Seventeen fragments of tile were recovered. All are identical in terms of fabric, and
belong to flat tiles. No roof tiles are definitely represented. Most came from undated
contexts, although a post-medieval date for the tile assemblage is likely.

4.5 Fired clay

Most fragments belonged to thick, brick-like objects. A few pieces had curved edges,
and probably formed part of ceramic discs. Such objects are not uncoÍtmon within the
region, having been found at Abingdon, Standlake and Oxford. The remainder of the
assemblage is likely to have been used in a structural capacity. An early Roman date
can be assigned to the majority of pieces.

4.6 Metal objects

A small assemblage of metalwork was recovered from 3 of the 6 phases of
investigations carried out at Appleford Sidings between IggT and 2000. The
assemblage comprises 2 copper alloy objects (one of which is a modern cartridge
case) and 485 iron objects. The majority of the iron objects are nails or miscellaneous
fragments. The iron work in general is in a very poor condition, many of the objects,
especially those recovered from sieving are heavily corroded with little of the original
metal surviving. The identifiable objects are Roman in date.

4.7 Glass

The only glass recovered from the archaeological excavations comprise four
fragments from a single context from the investigations at Appleford Sidings in 2000.
The fragments, from context 5591 appear to belong to a thin walled vessel.
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5 ECOFACTUAL SUMMARY

5.1 Human bone

The skeletal assemblage comprised one skeleton (1568) dated to the Bronze Age and

three cremation buriali (¡OSl, 4138 and 4185). The inhumation was very fragmented

but was likely to be female and aged between 18 and 24 years. The cremated bone

was all dated to the Roman period. Cremation 4138 consisted of animal bones only

and cremations 3053 and 4185 were not of any one complete individual' Cremation

4053 was that of a probable male.

5.2 Animal bone

A total of 4239 fragments (15,930 g) of bone was recovered. Much of the material

was fragmentary and the re-assembly of some of the elements reduced the fragment

count to 2556. Cattle and sheep appear to have provided the majority of the meat to

the inhabitants. A single red deer phalanx was identified and it is probable and some

wild species was hunted to supplement the meat diet of the inhabitants. Part of a cat

mandiÈle and a bird carpo metacarpus \ryere recovered in addition to a few fragments

of frog and rodent bone. The remains of three articulated animal burials were

identified from plans from the site. The most complete skeleton identified was a

horse

5.3 Pollen

Twelve samples from the column (217) from a possible Bronze Age waterhole (1312)

and 6 samplès from column 224 were assessed palynologically. The core, which was

1 m in length, sampled the three fills, 1311, 1317, and 1425' The column was

subsampled ìn the laboratory and the samples prepared for pollen analysis. They were

then assessed for palynological analysis by microscopic examination. Very low values

of pollen *"r" ,róorded in all twelve samples. However the very limited dataset does

suggests that very few trees were gro\Ming in the vicinity of the settlement when the

fills of the waterhole were accumulating.

5.4 Charred plant remains

Samples were taken during the 1997,1998, 1998 and 2000 excavations at Appleford

Sidings from Bronze Age, Iron Age, Roman, modern/medieval and undated features.

A totãl of 115 samples were assessed for charred plant remains. Cereal grains were

abundant or common in the samples with wheat and barley identified' Crop

processing waste products rwere recorded at low levels and a moderate numbers of
weed seeds were identified from arable, wasteland, grassland, and damp conditions. A
sample from the waterhole 168 yielded abundant cereals, including wheat, barley, and

oats, chaff and weed seeds. A greater range of cereal taxa were recorded in Roman-

period samples.

5.5 \ilaterlogged plant remains

Initially, a total of 35 samples of Middle Bronze Age date were examined for the

assessment of waterlogged plant rernains. Sub-samples of lkg, or in two cases 10

litres, were processed by hand and floated onto a 250¡rm mesh. Flots were kept wet

and were submitted for evaluation. Five more samples from APSID 97, 98,99 and 00

were frssessed subsequently. The samples were mostþ from the lower fills of Brorue
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Age and Iron Age wells and water holes but included a few samples from Roman pits
and a ditch.

5.6 Insect remains

The five samples from APSID 97,98,99 and 00 assessed for macroscopic plant remains
were also assessed for insect remains. Samples of lkg were washed over onto a 0.25mm
mesh to recover waterlogged organic remains and the flots scanned under water using a
binocular microscope. Samples of the order of 10 litres were washed over onto a
0.25mm mesh and the flots subjected to paraffin flotation to recover insect remains. Any
insect remains observed were provisionally identified and an estimate made of their
abundance.

6 STATEMENT OF POTENTIAL

6.1 Stratigraphic
The site yielded significant remains of a Bronze Age landscape characterised by
trackways, enclosures and waterholes. Artefactual evidence attests to a nearby settled
community, with which some of the enclosures may be associated. In light of the
limited evidence from previous investigations, these features make a valuable
contribution to the understanding of Bronze Age activity in the region. The value of
the stratigraphic data is enhanced by the ecofactual evidence, potentially revealing
much about the contemporary environment and farming regime. The middle to late
Bronze Age has been viewed as a period of transition, characterised by the appearance
of fixed settlement and land division (Barclay et al 1996, 6). The landscape at
Appleford appears to be pastoral based, like others in the region (Miles 1997, 9),but
details of the animal bones and plant remains should help to confirm this. The data
can also inform about the physical and social contexts for ritual activities, as
evidenced by cremation burials and other structured deposits.

The Iron Age evidence is relatively limited, almost exclusively comprising field
boundaries. However, a clear stratigraphic sequence physically linking Bronze Age,
Iron Age and Roman-period features is discernible. This supports the dating of these
features, and allows the potential for undated features to be assigned to specific
periods. Further work to identifu such evidence will increase understanding of the
extent and use of the Iron Age landscape. The difference between the Bronze and Iron
Age features in character, form and orientation suggests that a major change in
landscape use occulred, perhaps from a pastoral to arable based economy. This should
be further investigated.

Analysis of the Roman-period sequence will refine the phasing and dating of the site,
and will provide an opportunity to characterise the occupation. The square enclosure
in the north-west area of the site potentially represents a high-status building; further
work on the pottery and comparison with early phases of high-status farms and villas,
such as Barton Court Farm, will help to clariff this. The survival of a Bronze Age
trackway ditch into the Roman period is of tremendous significance. However,
conclusive evidence for its inception is absent. Of the three principal N-S ditches,
only the western one is of near-certain Bronze Age date. Assuming that the eastern
ditch is contemporaneous, then the middle ditch appears to be a Roman-period
intrusion within a defunct, but still recognisable Bronze Age trackway. The Roman
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ditch-diggers may have been guided by a surviving hedge line or bank. Alternatively,

both middle and eastern ditches were cut in the Roman period, and may be linked

with the trackway encountered farther north. Determining the chronological origin of
these features will be key to our understanding of landscape continuity and

organisation. Comparison may be made to Farmoor, where similar evidence was

uncovered (Lambrick and Robinson 1979)'

The major features at Appleford Sidings can be seen in the context of previously

publishðd excavation material in the close vicinity, in particular that excavated in the

tqOOr and 1973. While acknowledging the serious gaps in the archaeological record

through severe truncation, these sites should nevertheless reveal much about land use

chang-e and continuity, the regional economy, and settlement status from earlier

prehistoric to medieval times.

6.2 Artefactual

6.2.1 Pottery

The pottery assemblage is clearly significant and offers excellent potential for further

study. For the Bronze Age material, the size of the assemblage and range of fabrics

and forms present make it invaluable as a regional type-assemblage. The Roman

pottery is cãrtainly worthy of fuither study. It is a large assemblage with a restricted

ãate range. A number of good groups with well preserved datable, diagnostic,

material are evident. Such material can inform about site chronology and pottery

supply. The virtual cessation of the settlement during the early 2nd century is

itttäesting, and reference may be made to the results of work carried out to the north

of the site lHinchliffe and Thomas 1930). Analysis into functional composition may

also contribute to this. Questions regarding context formation may also be addressed,

revealing social practices such as pottery use, rubbish disposal and structured

deposition.

6.2.2 Flínt
The assemblage recovered from Appleford Sidings is relatively small but contains

aspects of considerable interest. The background scatter of Mesolithic and Neolithic

flintwork extends the human presence on the site by several millennia. Given the

presence of a Bronze Age landscape on the site, the Bronze Age flint assemblage is

iemarkably small and rélatively dispersed. It would be of interest to examine the

distribution of the flintwork to assess the its relationship to the Bronze Age landscape.

The flint deposit from the Neolithic pit would benefit from additional technological

analysis und u refitting analysis to confirm the sequence of events prior to deposition'

Furtirermore, analysis of use-wear in the pit will aid interpretation of the activities

prior to deposition.

6.2.3 Worked Stone

The lithology of the rotary quern is of interest as it may be imported. The remainder

of the worked stone was p.óbubly locally available though a source for the qtnrtzfte

boulder should be determined. This boulder which had been used to make a saddle

quern (still complete) was recovered from the fill of a boundary ditch and further

analysis may help to show its phase and location in the ditch. The placing of complete

qrr"tn. in ¿itctres and in pits is of a striking symbolic nature and boundary ditch
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deposits may well have particular significance. This should be looked at with
reference to the placing of other finds types on the site. One example of a well-used
hammer stone was also found - this should be looked at in relation to the flint.

6.2.4 Ceramíc buíldìng møteríøl

Despite the small size of the assemblage, the building material supplements the post-
medieval pottery, informing of activity during this time in the vicinity of the site.
However, no further work is recommended beyond providing a record and description
of the material.

6.2.5 Fíred Clay

The presence of ceramic discs adds to the growing corpus of this object type. The
discs should be discussed with reference to comparable sites, with the best examples
from Appleford illustrated. Full recording may allow other object types to be
identified. Pottery dating should also help to define the chronology of the fired
cl aylbuilding materi al assembl age more closely.

6.2.6 Metalwork

There is very little potential for fuither work, except for the seal box lid to be
illustrated for publication.

6.2.7 Gløss

It is recommended that the glass should be sent to a Roman glass specialist (Dr Hilary
Cool) for a expert opinion at the report stage of the project.

6.3 Ecofactual

6.3.1 Human bone

Of the inhumation remains, little further analysis is required. A full dental and skeletal
inventory and a quantification of the dental lesions will be produced for the final
report. The cremated bones do not warrant further analysis. However, given the
presence of animal remains in some of the burials, A fulI discussion of the mortuary
practices using examples from the Upper Thames Valley will be included in the fulI
report.

6.3.2 Anímal Bone

It is important that the assemblage is recorded in more detail to enable the material
including recording of tooth wear stages and fusion rate of the epiphysis for ageing
the animals, to be more accurately identified. This will add to our understanding of
the use of the animals at the site. Measurernents from the bones will increase or
understanding of changes in stature of the animals possibly due to improved farming
techniques or variations in breeds. It would also be valuable to note the abundance of
certain elements and spatial distribution of the bones. Finally it is recommended that
the plans of the animal burials are illustrated and that the significance of the deposits
and association with other features are discussed.

6.3.3 Pollen
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There is no potential for any further palynological analysis from the pollen column

2lT.Therefore no further work is recommended'

6.3.4 Charred plant remaíns

The assessment demonstrated the potential for further analysis of chaned plant

remains dating from the Bronze Age, Iron Age and Roman period. It is recommended

that twelve rutnpbr, highlighted as having a high potential, and two from the Bronze

Age as having á good potential, should be taken to full analysis. It is recommended

that five samples should be taken to full charcoal analysis.

6.3.5 Waterlogged plønt ønd insect remains

The results of the assessment are generally disappointing. The particular remains

assessed mostly occur in low concentrations and preservation is mostly poor. Crop

remains are absent from the prehistoric samples and there is no insect evidence for

human settlement or timber buildings. The charred crop remains from the Roman

samples are sparse and unexceptional. However, waterlogged Bronze Age deposits are

rare in this part of the region. Waterhole 180 probably has the best F,rot:[,e Age insect

assemblaget. fn.y suggest an open grassland landscape with some E:az:nrgby domestic

animals and perháps u úttt. wi[ãw scrub. However, these samples do not have the high

proportion óf ¿*g beetles from the genus Onthophagus shown by some insect

assåmbhges of midãle Bronze Age date. It would be useful to obtain radiocarbon dating

for this waterhole. The assessments of waterlogged macroscopic plant remains from

Waterhole 180 by Ruth Pelling showed that they too had high potential. The other

feature regarded as having potãntial for waterlogged macroscopic plant remains and

insects is éarly Roman ¿ltõtr +OtS. It is probable that the sample from this deposit will
give information on a hedged agricultural landscape.

7 RESEARCH AIMS

7.1 Original aims

The original aims of the archaeological evaluations as set out in Written Schemes of
Investigation (eg oAU January 1997) are summarised as follows:

o To establish the presence/absence of archaeological remains within the

development area.

o To determine the extent, condition, nature, character, quality and date of any

archaeological remains Present.

o To establish the ecofactual/environmental potential of archaeological features.

The aims of the subsequent watching briefs (eg OAU June 1997) can be added:

o To preserve by record any archaeological remains.

o To make available the results of the investigation.
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7.2 Revised aims

The original aims remain valid, but, in the light of the excavation results and the
stratigraphic and artefactual assessments, can be augmented by the following specific
aims:

Aiml: To refine site chronologlt and phasing

o How did the landscape develop through time?

o 'when 
were the major trackways in use and what course did they take?

o can the sequence of Roman-period enclosures be further defined?

Aim2: To investigate changes in settlement pattern

o To what extent does the landscape evidence inform about settlement location in
the Bronze Age?

o How did the pattern of settlement develop during the Roman period?

Aim 3: To examine the economic basis of the site

o To what extent does the ecofactual and landscape evidence contribute to our
understanding of economy in the Bronze Age and beyond?

o How did the economy change over time? Does the imposition of the Iron Age
field system reflect change in land use?

Aim 4: To reconstruct the envíronmental context of the archaeologicql remains

o what impact did the environment have on the economy and land use?

Aim 5: To develop understanding of site status and social organisation

o What does the evidence, particularly the pottery, reveal about trade and social
networks in the Bronze Age and Roman period?

o How far does the later 1st century enclosure follow the pattern of early villa
development?

Aim 6: To investigate ritual ønd other activities

o what is the character of ritual activity and structured deposition?

o 'what 
does the burial evidence reveal about local funerary practices?

o can we reconstruct the range of activities undertaken at the site?

o How did the major landscape features function?

AimT: To place Appleford Sidings within its local, regional ønd national context

o 'What 
affinities does the site have with others within and outside the region?

8 METHODOLOGY

8.1 Stratigraphic
Further refinement of the stratigraphic sequence will be undertaken, along with the
completion of the site matrix.
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8.2 Artefactual
In a category where no further analysis is recommended, the assessment report will be

published, subject to any necessary editorial adjustments'

8.2.1 Pottery

The prehistoric and Roman assemblages will be fully recorded and reported using the

stanáard system employed at Oxford Archaeology' Reference may also be made to

national and regionát 
"l.poru. 

A selection of vessels will be drawn to illustrate the

range of material, unusual forms and significant individual groups.

8.2.2 Flínt
A basic catalogue of assemblage will be compiled. Technological analysis will be

undertaken on the Neolithic gto,rp, along with use-wear analysis and a refitting

exercise provide information ãn itt. pattern of deposition. Some 8 flints will be

illustrated.

8.2.3 Fired clay

Further examination of the fabric of the discs will be undertaken, and selected larger

fragments will be illustrated

8.2.4 Humsn bone

A full dental and skeletal inventory of the inhumation burial will be compiled'

Discussion of the funerary ritual with regional examples for both the Bronze age

inhumation burial and the Roman cremation burial will be undertaken

8.2,5 Animal bone

Detailed recording of the assemblage will be carried out. Identification will be done

with access to the Oxford Archaeológy reference collection and published guides' The

spatial distribution of the bones will be considered. Selected bones will be illustrated,

along with the plans of the three animal burials'

8.2.6 Charued plønt remaíns

The samples selected for fulI analysis and reporting will be sorted by an

environmental technician at Oxford Archaeology prior to specialist analysis'

8.2.7 llaterlogged plønt and ínsect remains

It is recommended that, in addition to the detailed analyses reconìmended by Ruth

Pelling, samples are analysed from Waterhole 180 for insects and the and the sample

from Ditch 4015 is analysed for both macroscopic plant remains' It is also

recoûtmended that t tpro""rr"d material from these samples is analysed for pollen'

8.3 AbsolutechronologY

In order to refine site chronology and inform aspects of the finds þarticularly
ceramics) and environmental analyses it is proposed that samples will be presented for

radiocarbon dating. These will úe selectèd frotn t"".ttely stratified contexts with

useful artefactual and/or ecofactual associations'
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APPENDICES

1. ASSESSMENT OF TIIE PREHISTORIC, ROMAN-PERIOD AND LATER
POTTERY

By Edward Bídtlulph ønd Alístaír Barclay

Introduction

A total of 5275 sherds, weighing 54,240 g, was recovered during four seasons of
fieldwork between 1997 and 2000. This material was rapidly scanned to determine

context dates and to assess the character of the pottery. The ceramic evidence divided

into two main periods - Bronze Age and Roman. Much smaller amounts of pottery

were dated to the late Iron Age and post-medieval period. No detailed examination of
the pottery was undertaken. A note was made of the most diagnostic Roman pottery

using OÀ's standard recording system for fabrics and Young's Oxfordshire series

(Young 1977) for vessel forms.

Bronze Age

All flint-tempered pottery was dated to the Bronze Age and separated from the rest of
the assemblage. Bronze Age pottery totalled some 1550 sherds, weighing 9489 g,

representingit/, of the wholð assemblage by weight. The pottery spans the period,

though the-emphasis can be placed on the middle or Deveral-Rimbury phase (1750-

1150 BC). This assemblage is characterised by a relatively high proportion of
Globular Urns as well as ihe regionally more common bucket urn' The groups of
globular urns, especially those from context 84, are rare finds from this region. Many

õf th"r" vessels are thin-walled, burnished and highly decorated in sharp contrast to

the comparative material from the region, ryhich is plain and much coarser'

Iron Age

Iron Age pottery, weighing 2529 g, represented 5% of the assemblage. A small

proportionìf handmade pottery in sand and clay pellet tempered fabrics was present.

fhe lack of diagnostic pieces makes firm identification uncertain, but this material

should belong to the 
"*fu 

Iron Age. The occasional use of flint was noted in the early

Iron Age pottery from the 7973 excavation (De Roche and Lambrick 1980, 46). More

careful examination of this recent pottery collection might reveal sherds of this period

among the Bronze Age assemblage. Context 5457 contained 139 sherds (1515 g) of
grog-ìó*p"red pottery dating to the late Iron Age. Roman-period pottery was_absent,

suggesting u prã,"onq.test dáte for this group, probably within the first half of the lst

century AD

Roman

Roman pottery formed the largest proportion of the assemblage, taking a 77o/o shate

(41,987 g). ittir was predominantly of early Roman date. Consequently, the

àssámUtagó was largely devoid of standard Oxfordshire products, including white

*ur" -ortaria and ied colour-coated wafe. The majority of the pottery $3% by
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weight) is likely to date up to c 4D120. Within this period, the pottery falls within
two sub-periods - the mid lst century (up to c AD70 and cliaracterised by the
appearance of grogtempered pottery with sand-tempered Roman wares) and the late
lst and early 2nd century. Medium/coarse sand-tempered grey wares (R20, R30 and
R50) are common to both periods and dominate all groups. A coarse white fabric,
usually with dark patchy surfaces (cf Young 1977, 203) and mainly confined to the
second half of the lst century, is also well represented. Bead-rimmed jars and necked
bowls (eg Young types R21 and R38) are typical in those fabrics. Fine and specialist
wares are also present in significant quantity. An oxidised mica-dusted bówl was
recovered from context 5287. The vessel was probably manufactured at Nuneham
Courtenay, where late lst-early 2nd century production is attested (Booth 1993, 13g).
Also of interest is a substantially complete Verulamium region ware stamped
mortarium. On initial inspection the stamp belongs to Doinus, *ho *us active from c
70-120 (Hartley 1999, 195). However, a rubbing should be taken and the image
matched with a die to be certain of identification and date. Flagons from the same
source were also recovered. A good range of samian forms was present. Most, if not
all was South Gaulish. Some pieces may have originated from Les Martres-de-Veyre
in Central Gaul, but together emphasise the early Roman date for the site. Decorated
bowl forms 29 and 30 were represented, the former possibly dating no later than
AD50/60' Cup f27 and plates fl8 and f15117 can be counted among the plain samian.

Pottery definitely dating after ADl20 is sparse by comparison. The near absence of
Oxfordshire white ware mortaria in particular suggests that most of the pottery in this
group is unlikely to date after c AD240. Diagnostic material included white-slipped
oxidised ware (Q21), grey ware naffow-necked jars (young R1.2) and globular
beakers (Young R30). Late Roman material was scarcer, but nevertheless Juggests
continued activity at Appleford. A single sherd of white ware mortarium fóung
M22) was recovered, as well as Oxfordshire red colour-coated sherds. Most of the
latter was found during the 1997 season, and included bowl base with a semi-literate
stamp (context 388).

Condition

With an average sherd weight of 10 g, the condition of the pottery assemblage as a
whole is generally good. The Roman pottery is better preserved, characterised by
reasonably large sherds weighing an average of 12 g. Surfaces are variable, however.
Finewares in particularly are powdery; the mica dusted bowl is almost devoid of its
mica slip. Residuality is difficult to assess without full recording. However, some
grog-tempered ware sherds were noted in contexts that must date to the end of the 1st
century or beginning of the 2nd. Some of the Bronze Age material is also likely to be
residual.

Post-medieval

A small amount of post-medieval pottery was recovered, totallin g2lI g (representing
less than IYo of the site assemblage). The pottery mainly 

"o-!rir.d coarse wares,
with some glazed red wares also present.
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Potential

The pottery assemblage is clearly significant and offers excellent potential for further

study. The assemblags of globular ums is without doubt likely to become the type-

urr"*blug" for the iegion with comparative assemblages being found beyond the

Thames ùalley in areai of Wessex. The Roman pottery is certainly worthy of further

study. It is a lârge assemblage with a restricted date range. A number of good groups

with well preserved datable, diagnostic, material are evident. Such material should

provide *åll-dut.d sequences, which can inform about pottery supply to the site'

Together with refererræ to comparative material, including Abingdon ("g Dg Roche

f qTS) and Lower Farm (Booth 1993), the chronology of certain forms and fabrics

-uy f. established. It may also be possible to assign a Lower Farm source for some

of ine material, and comparitott of typts will be crucial here' The pottery can also

help to chart siie chronology. The virtual cessation of the settlement during the early

2nd century is interesting, and reference to work carried out to the north of the site

(Hinchcliffe and Thomar f lSO¡ should be made to determine any shifts in settlement

à".rr. The presence of samian and Verulamium region ware in particular provides

useful evidãnce for site status (essentially rural, but with high status elements)'

Analysis into functional composition may also contribute t9 this. Questions regarding

context formation may also ùe addressed, revealing social practices such as rubbish

disposal and perhaps structured deposition.
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2. ASSESSMENT OF THE FIRED CLAY AND CERAMIC BUILDING
MATERIAL

By Edwørd Biddulph

An assemblage of ceramic building material and fired clay weighing 12,825 g was
recovered from the Appleford Sidings site. This material has been provisiónally
identified and recorded. The building material (excluding tile) and firõd ciay were
assigned to one of two fabrics. Fabric 1 is sandy with grog and ?chalk inclusions.
Fabric 2 contains sand, but no other obvious inclusions. Both were oxidised and hard
fired. Impressions of organic remains were visible in the surfaces of both fabrics. The
majority of the assemblage was identified as fabric 2. The material was largely
recovered from contexts of early Roman date (650/o in pre-4D120 contexts by
weight). The remainder was undatable or in later contexts.

Tile

Seventeen fragments of tile were recovered (contexts 6, 9, r0,52g5,5322,5557 and
5571). All are identical in terms of fabric (a dense sandy fabric with rough surfaces),
and would appear to belong to flat tiles between 11-15 mm thick. No roof tiles are
definitely represented' Most came from undated contexts. Context 6, dating to the
post-medieval period, yielded two fragments. Two more were found in late lst
century context 5557, but these may well be intrusive. A post-medieval date for the
tile assemblage is likely.

Fired clay

The fired clay and building material (other than tile) are considered together. Most
fragments were identified as fabric 2 and belonged to thick, brick-like objects,
averaging 33 mm in width. A few pieces (eg in contexts 4040, 4187 and 5413) had,
curved edges, and probably formed part of ceramic discs. Such objects are not
uncommon within the region, having been found at Abingdon (Booth l9gg, 37),
Standlake (Barclay et al 1995, 138) and Oxford. These are usually flat, but three
examples from Appleford (contexts 244,4188 and 5334) were domed or wedge
shaped, a form eminently suitable for a cover or lid function. The remainder of the
assemblage is likely to have been used in a structural capacity. As stated above, an
early Roman date can be assigned to the majority of pieces.

Potential and further work

The presence of ceramic discs adds to the growing corpus of this object type. The best
examples from Appleford should be illustrated. Full recording may allow other object
types to be identified. Pottery dating should also help to define the chronology of the
fired clay/building material assemblage more closely.
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5. ASSESSMENT OF THE FLINT

by Hugo Lømdín-Whymørk

Introduction

A total of 271flints and 19 piecesl463 g of burnt unworked flint was recovered from

the excavations. The flintwork includes a small number of Mesolithic and Neolithic

flints, distinguished on technological grounds, amongst a predominantly Bronze Age

assemblage. A small number of features contained flintwork in fresh condition;

namely cãntext 327 and, pit fills 84 and 5577, the latter fill contains flintwork of
earlier Neolithic date, the flintwork in the other contexts dates from the Bronze Age.

Table 1. The sites flint assemblage by category

Grand
Total

l13

18

1

1l

7

I

'76

9

I

I

5

3

1

I

I

2

4

3

1

l0

271

Other
Contexts

5l

11

6

6

1

I

8

1

I

5

3

I

I

2

1

3

5

109

Pir fill
55't7

JJ

7

1

4

I

'76

I

1

t25

Pit fill
84

29

I

I

I

4

1

37

CATEGORY TYPE

Flake

Blade

Bladelet

Blade-like

Irregular waste

Chip

Sieved Chips l04mn

Rejuvenation flake core face/edge

Multiplatfonn fl ake core

Unclassifiable/fragmentary core

End scraper

Side scraper

End and side scraper

Disc scraper

Other scraper

Awl

Spurred piece

Serrated flake

Denticulate

Notch

Retouched flake

Misc retouch

Grand Total

463

20 (10.3)

32 (16.5)

33 (r7)

185

6 (5.6)

17 (15.7)

24 (22.2)

12
(24.5)

14
(28.6)

3 (6.1)

278

2 (5.4)

1 (2.7)

6 (16.2)

Bumt rmworked flint (g)

No. Bumt (%) (exc. chips)

No. Broken (%) (exc. chips)

No. Retouched (%) (exc. chips)
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Methodology

The artefacts were catalogued according to broad artefactldebitage type, general
condition noted and dating attempted where possible. Unworked burnt flint was
quantified by piece and weight.

Raw material and condition

The raw materials exploited in this assemblage were all flint. The flint appeared to
have originated from several sources. Flint, exhibiting a thick white cortei occurred
most commonly, this material originates from a chalk region, such as the Chiltems to
the south or Berkshire downs to the east. A small number of flints exhibited abraded
cortexes and appear to originate from flint river gravels available to the south east. A
single flake of flint from the Bullhead Bed at the base of the Reading Beds was
identified. This flint is distinguished by the presence of a deep, olive green cortex
overlying a bright orange band; the nearest available source is again to the south east.

The condition of the flint was variable. Flintwork recovered in significant quantities,
such as from contexts 327, 84 and 5577, was in fresh condition, whereas the flints
recovered generally as single finds in numerous contexts, usually exhibited some
degree of post-depositional edge damage, indicating many of these pieces are
residual. The majority of the flints were not corticated, however, a small number of
flints bore a light speckled to moderate white cortication, including most of the flints
from pit ftll 5577. A small number of flints were iron stained a light to moderate
orange colour; the deeper orange colour was generally present on blades, exhibiting
platform edge abrasion and nalrow butts, which on technological ground possibly daté
from the Mesolithic.

The assemblage

The technological traits of the assemblage will be discussed generally, although
specific comments relating to significant deposits will be made separately. In general
the flake material in the assemblage includes a mixture of fine thin and narrow flake
and blade material and broad and relatively squat flakes. The flint clearly derived
from different industries dating from the Mesolithic through to the Bronze Age,
although the latter period is best represented. The declining standards of flintworking
and movement from the production of blades to squat flakes represents a well known
phenomena (see Pitts and Jacobi 1979,Ford et at 1984 and Ford r9B7).

A total of ten cores recovered, all were aimed at the production of flakes; nine of the
flake cores exhibited two or more platforms. The cores bore little evidence of careful
working, and a few exarnples appeared very bashed, indeed the largest core, weighing
425 g, was worked in a haphazardmanner.
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Retouched artefacts were dominated by scrapers, particularly side scrapers. In

addition, three boring tools (awls and spurred pieces) and three crude Bronze Age

denticulates were also found. Four serrated flakes were recovered; silica gloss was

present behind the teeth on one of the examples. Other retouched pieces included a
'rrrrmb", of simple edge retouched flakes, a notch and edge retouch on a pieces of
irregular waste (misc. retouch).

The assemblage recovered fïom pit fill 5577 formed a particularly coherent group of
naffow and thin flakes. It was ciear that the assemblage contained very few cortical,

or even partly cortical flakes in the assemblage, suggesting debitage from core

preparatión was not incorporated in this deposit. Indeed, no knapping refits were

-uã., although this was not examined for in the assessment, but two bumt fragments

of a flake conjoined. Numerous chips were, however, recovered from sieving

suggesting ,o*L kttupping debitage may be present in the pit; further chips were

obsõrved in the 4-2 mm sieved residue, but this has not been sorted. It is noteworthy

that a significant proportion of the assemblage appeared utilised and a number of the

flints were burnt. Álthough, no diagnostic artefacts were present the technological

traits of the assemblage confirm a Neolithic, probably earlier Neolithic date for this

material.

The flintwork recovered from contexts 627 and 84 was considerably broader and

thicker than the flint from 5577 and as discussed above is characteristic of Bronze

Age material. The raw material used in these Bronze Age contexts all appeared to

have originated from the chalk.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The assemblage recovered from Appleford Sidings is relatively small but contains

aspects of coãsiderable interest. the backg¡ound scatter of Mesolithic flintwork

extends the human presence on the site by several millennia, although the limited size

of the assemblage prohibits accurate dating. It is likely the flints recovered represent

casual losses rather than the site of a camp. The Neolithic is again represented by a

low density background scatter of flintwork, but a deposit flint in a pit was also

located. The construction of this pit deposit is relatively typical of Neolithic pits,

containing a relatively high proportion of retouched pieces (for Neolithic deposits)'

numerous=utilised pieces and a large number of burnt pieces including two conjoining

fragments. Bronze Age flintworkãccounts for just under half of the flint assemblage

(c 
-130 flints). Given the presence of a Brorve Age settlement on the site, this

àssemblage is remarkable small, and relatively dispersed; few context were found to

contain rnore than two flints. Therefore, it seem likely flint formed only a small part

of any toolkit.

It would be of interest to examine the distribution of the flintwork, to assess the
' relationship of the flint to the Bronze Age settlement. A metrical or teehnological

analysis of th" background scatter is not likely to be valuable, nor a detailed analysis

of the small, fresh, Bronze Age assemblages. However, the Neolithic pit deposit

would benefit from additionaf technological analysis and a refitting analysis to
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confitm the sequence of events prior to deposition (it is quite common knapping, use
and burning occur immediately prior to deposition). Furthermore, analysis of use-
wear in the pit will aid interpretation of the activities prior to deposition. This
assessment report will form the basis of the final report although several details, such
as location of raw materials and technological descriptions require additional work
and a small number of additional flints and burnt unworked flints from sieving will
require incorporation into the final report. A small number of flints (c. S) from the
Neolithic pit and a few Bronze Age flints require illustration to characterise the
assemblage. The illustration will cost in the region of Ê300-500 depending on the
illustrator used.
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7. ASSESSMENT OF TIIE WORKED STONE

by Ruth Shaffrey

Methodology

The objects were examined with the aid of a x10 magnification hand lens. Given the

time restriction, it has only been possible to scan the bulk of the material' This has

revealed that the stone is largely unworked but bumt and includes a large number of
fire cracked pebbles. Those items which were obviously worked were extracted and

examined individually.

Description

The worked stone includes 1 rotary quem, 1 saddle quern, 1 possible saddle qvetn,2

hammerstones, 1 possible processor and some possible fragments of building stone.

The rotary quern ànd a possible saddle quern were from early Roman contexts. The

majority of the stone was from Bronze Age contexts and several Bronze Age contexts

included large numbers of burnt stone and fire cracked pebbles. These were 19, 84,

r14, 1g8,244,249,325,327, 524, 590, 7563, 1564,3093,3105, 5506, 5508, 5509

and 5513.

The lithology of the rotary quern is of interest as it may be imported. The remainder

of the worked stone was probably locally available though a source for the quartzfte

boulder should be determined. This boulder which had been used to make a saddle

quem (still complete) was recovered from the fill of a boundary ditch and further

ánalysis may heþ to show from where in the ditch it came and what phase it was. The

placing of compiete querns in ditches and in pits is of a striking symbolic nature and

ùormOury ditch deposits may well have particular significance. This should be looked

at with reference to the placing of other finds types on the site. One example of a well

used hammer stone was also found - this should be looked at in relation to the flint.

One possible processor rwas also retained. This may have been used for leather

working or in pottery making and needs to be examined in relation to phasing

information

Table 2. Catalogte of worked stone
Phase

?

BA

Illust?

Yes

No

Lithology

Quartzite

Meds.

84x73x
35mm

Notes

Flat lozenge shaped hammer stone,

circular in plan view. Extremely battered

at both ends. Very good exarnple of well
used hammer stone

Not examined in de¡¡lil. Needs to be looked

atfor report

Descriþtion

Hammer stone

Possible hammer stone

SF

25

0

Cxt

172

M7
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,

ER-
MR

ER

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes?

Quartz ite

Possible ORS? Pale grey
green qtJarlz sandstone
with occasional small
quartz pebbles. Odd grain
of pink quartz and possible
mica in a medium grained
very well sorted sandstone.

Quartzite

x. 220 x
380 x
l05rnm.

c. 300mm
diameter
(M) x s8-
66mm
maximum
thickness
(at edge).

89mm thick
x 180 x 100

remaining
dimensions

Squared piece of stone. Possibly building
stone? Nol examined in detail and need
phasing information. Needs to be looked
dtfor reporl

Possible building stone amongst this
rubble? Needs to be looked at in detail for
the report and in conjunction with phasing
information.

This pebble is shiny all over but seems to
be slightly more polished on one
noticeably flat surface at one end. May be
a processo¡ i polishing stone.

Smooth originally pecked slightly concave
grinding surface. Rough underneath and
probably made from a boulder but roughly
squared into a rectangular shape. Need to
¡nev, phase / date and context of
discovery?

'Cake slice' fÍagment of rotary quem.
Pecked all over but now very wom on all
surfaces so may be residual. Flat faces and
uniform thickness across diameter.
Straight thick edges. (<10% left)

Comer fragmart of possible morîar or
saddle quern. Has roughly squared shape
with dished upper surface.

Possible
stone

building

Rubble of building
stone?

Possible processor

Complete saddle quem

Fragment of upper
rotary quern

Possible saddle quem
fiagment or mortar

0

0

202

601

604

250

244

3r8

2043

5289

5347

Recommendations

o All the stone should be retained at present. Following recording of the material,
the bulk could be discarded with a sample retained for reference. This should be
undertaken by the specialist.

o Burnt stone should be weighed by context and a sunmary recorded of the size,
nature and lithology of the material.

. All the pebbles should be examined to determine presence of further hammer
stones.

o The possible building stone should be carefully examined with relation to the
phasing information
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. A1l other artefacts should be fully described and measured to publication

standards

o Sources for the artefacts should be determined, especiaþ the complete saddle

quem.

o The context of the saddle quern needs to be investigated and compared with
evidence from other sites.

I

I
I

I

I

l

'I
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8. ASSESSMENT OF THE METAL OBJECTS

By Leigh Allen

Introduction

A small assemblage of metalwork was recovered from 3 of the 6 phases of
investigations carried out at Appleford Sidings between IggT and 2000. The
assemblage comprises 2 copper alloy objects (one of which is a modern cartridge
case) and 485 iron objects. The majority of the iron objects are nails or miscellaneous
fragments. The iron work in general is in a very poor ôondition, many of the objects,
especially those recovered from sieving are heaviþ corroded with little of the original
metal surviving. The identifiable objects are Roman in date.

Methodology

The assemblage was visually scanned and recorded in the table below by context.
The objects have not been x-rayed, but for archive pu{poses this should take place at
the report stage ofthe project.

Results

The only notable objects are the lid from the seal box (SF 603) from context 5322 an
early Roman ditch and the large iron figure-of-eight shaped link recovered from
context 1270, an undated cut. The seal box is identical to an example recovered from
Fishboume Roman Villa, with 4 circular perforations through the lid for decoration.
The Fishboume example was recovered from a third period occupation level (Cunliffe
1971,118-i19, frg49 nos 129-131).

The. incomplete figure of eight shaped link (context 1278) is large and robust and
obviously designed for fairly heavy duty use.
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Table 3. Metalwork
Descríption

Inegularly shaped fragrnent of iron

trregularly shaped fragtnetlt o[ lron
Sheet

A large S-shaped object with a

rectarrgular section, probably paft of a

large figure of eight shaped lfurk' but

the lower half of the link has broken
off.

59 very connded nails of various sizes

sorne with very little original metal

surviving.

ln addition to the nails lhere wete a

further 57 tniscellaneous fragtnents

that are probably also ftotn nails but

are so badly conoded theY are not

iclentilìable as suclt.

6l identifiable fragtnents fiotn srnall

very conoded nails or tacks. The one

complete example has a circular, flat,
flanged head arrd a rectangular section

shank, it lneasures l9rnrn in length'

ln addition to the nails there are 27 I

lrriscellaueous fragtneuts that are

probably'also fircm nails but are so

badly comoded theY are llot
identifiable as such.

Rougtrly rectaugular striP of lloll
broken at both ends

Material

lroll

hou

Iron

lron

lron

Iron

lroll

hon

lron

Ilon

lron

Object

Nails (21)

Nail

Misc

Sheet

S-shaped object

Nails (59)

Misc (s7)

Nails (61)

Misc (271)

Strip

Nail

Phase

P-med

r¡/s

u/s

Undated

Urrdated

Rornan

Rornau

Romatr

Roman

BA

Undated

Fedture

type

Pit

Object ref

Object ref

Ditch

Cut

Pir

Pir

Pit

Pit

Ditch

Ditch

Featio'e

No

4

642

1270

3050

3050

3050

3050

5048

5066

SFNo

119

Context

9

362

362

643

1270

305 I

305 I

305 I

305 I

5047

5065

Site Code

1997

1997

1997

t99'l

1998

1998

1998

1998

1998

2000

2000
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3 fragments from a nail shank

Two halves of a hollow tube

The lid frorn a seal box, the hinge is
very conoded and there is a small
section of the rim of the base still
remafuring. The lid is perforated by 4
circular holes, one at the centre and
three others around the edge.

Nail or small tack

Irregularly shaped fragrnent of iron
sheet

Copper

hon

horr

Iron

Lon

Copper

Iron

lron

hon

hon

Iron

lron

Cartridge case

Nail

Tube

Nail

Nail

Seal box

Nail

Nail

Nail

Nail

Sheet

Nail

Undated

E-Roman

E-Roman

E-Roman

E-Roman

E-Rolnan

E-Rolnan

E-Rornan

E-Roman

E-Roman

E-Roman

E-Rornan

Spread

Ditch

Ditch

Ditch

Ditch

Ditch

Ditch

Ditch

Furrow

Ditch

Ditch

Ditch

52t6

5235

5235

5386

5286

532t

5321

531'l

5391

5518

5493

5587

602

603

5216

52s9

5259

528s

5293

5322

s332

5344

5392

5407

5495

5587

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000
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9. ASSESSMENT OF TIIE GLASS

By Leígh Allen

The only glass recovered from the archaeological excavations comprise four

fragments frãm a single context from the investigations at Appleford Sidings in 2000.

thé fragments are abiaded with no complete edge surviving, the glass is thin and of a

light blie/geen colour. Although the fragments are small (max. lengfh 19mm) they

dõ appearlo be very slightly curved, indicating that they are from a thin walled

u".rêl, they were recovered from context 5591, a fill of an early Roman ditch

10. ASSESSMENT OF TIIE HUMAN BONE

By AnnsoJie llitkín

Introduction

The skeletal assemblage comprised of one skeleton (1568) dated to the Bronze Age

and three cremation burials (3053, 4138 and 4185). The inhumation was very

fragmented but was likely to be female and aged between 18 and 24 years. The

cremated bone were all dated to the Roman period. Cremation 4138 consisted of
animal bones only and cremations 3053 and 4185 were not of any one complete

individual. Cremation 4053 was that of a probable male'

Context

The inhumation (1568) was situated in an oval cut (1566) and was orientated east-

west. The individual ias supine and in a crouched position with the arms folded

across the stomach area and the legs flexed at the hips and knees with the feet located

beneath the pelvis. Pottery from surrounding features and the grave itself suggests a

mid to late Bronze Age date.

The burnt bone deposit (3053) was located within a truncated ceramic container that

had been placed irra sub-circular pit. The fill (3051) of the pit (3050) was a very dark

silty clay containing a high frequency of charcoal as well as some cremated bone

which hâd originally come from the disturbed vessel. Two metal studs were present

amongst the ciemaied remains located in the fill (3051) of the pit. The burial was

located within a small sub-rectangular enclosure. This suggests the cremation deposit

was the primary burial within a mortuary enclosure dating to the Roman Period.

The cremated remains (41s5) were located in a rectangular pit (4184) orientated

north-east-south-west. The burnt bones may have been placêd in an organic container

or, maybe more likely, directly into the pit. Burnt animal bones, ctiarcoal and burnt

"táy 
*ut also locatåá amongst the cremated human remains' The date of this

cremation deposit is unknown.

The burnt bone was located in the secondary fill (4138) of an oval pit with sloping

sides and a flat base (4140). The pit was 0.36 m deep and the bone was contained
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within a charcoal rich silty clay. The bone that could be identified were all animal.
Pottery sherds were also present in the fill. The feature dates to the mid Roman
period.

Methodology

The human skeletal remains were briefly examined to establish completeness and the
state of preservation. Completeness was scored using four categories, namely poor (0
- 25o/o), fair (26-50Yo), good (51-75%) and excellent (76-100%). Skeletal preservation
was also scored using a scale ranging from poor (near complete destruction of the
cortical surface) to excellent (cortical surfaces ofthe bones preserved). The sex ofthe
individual was established through visual observationr oi th" sexually diagnostic
criteria of the cranium and pelvis. An age estimate was made using dental attrition
(Miles 1962). Stature was calculated using the regression formulae of Trotter (Trotter
I970). Pathological lesions observed were noted.

In excavation, the cremation contexts were subjectto I00o/o recovery as whole-earth
samples and subsequently wet sieved. The cremated remains were retained as
unsorted residue. These have been subdivided into 10-4 mm and 2-4 mm categories.
The residues were weighed and scanned to ascertain the quantity of bone present and
their suitability for sorting of cremated bone fragments and analysis.

Quantification

The human skeletøI remøins

The skeletal remains consisted of a near complete (90%) individual. The skeleton had
been truncated and parts of the cranium, proximal left pelvis and proximal left femur,
the distal end of right leg as well as the right foot had been removed. Though the
cortical surface of the bone was general very good, the assessment and any
subsequent further analysis will by compromised by the extensive fragmentation of
the remains. The sizes of all the fragments present are between 5 and 82 mm.

Age, sex and stature

The skeleton is believed to be that of a female individual. However, due to the
extensive fragmentation only three of the sexually diagnostic features survived and
only one of those was from an abraded pelvic fragment. The assignment of sex must
therefore be seen as tentative. The assigned sex was based on the mastoid processes
and the anterior part of the mandible which both suggested a female. On the pelvis,
the auricular surface appeared to be of a female morphology.

Age was based on the molar attrition pattern, the only method available. The
individual is believed to be aged between 18 and 25 years.
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Stature was calculated using the measurement of the right humerus that was obtained

prior to lifting the skeleton in the field. This individual would have been 148-69 +

4.45 cmtal1. the height is consistent with a female individual which would support

the tentative sex estimate.

Pathologt

The only lesion observed after a rapid scan of the remains revealed striated lamellar

bone on the anterio-lateral aspect of the left femoral shaft. This type of infection

involves only the surface of the bones and is known as periostitis. The lesion was

healed at the time of death. The precise aetiology of this type of lesion is not known

but it is caused by a non specific infection of the periosteal lining of the bone.

Multiple dental lesions were present on much of the surviving. These were not

quantified at this stage.

The cremated bone

A summary of all deposits of cremated bone appears in Table 1. The weight category

refers to the total weight of the unsorted residue.

Table 4. Summary of the cremated bone

Potential for further analYsis

The humøn skeletal remøins

Between the middle and late Bronze Age, a shift in funerary practices took place. The

norm of cremation burials disappeared and from the late Bronze Age to well into the

Iron Age, the dead are, to a large extent, archeologically invisible. However, within

specifið contexts associated with settlements, human remains are uncovered. The

remains are commonly disarticulated cranial fragments and long bones. However,

articulating limbs and complete skeletons have also been found though these are not

u, 
"o-*oã 

(Brück 1995). The majority of the sites yielding bones are concentrated in

central soutÈern Britain. Sites with similar type of features and deposits includes

Latton Lands in Wiltshire (Stansbie and Timby forthcoming)

Comments

Degenerative changes of
the dens facet. Two Fe

studs/ nails also present.

No further
required.

work

Pig and bird bones

presenl. No further work
required.

Sex

M?

?

Age

Adult

,|

Identifiable
fragments

Cranium, tooth
crowns and roots,
vertebrae,
humerus, pelvis,
femur, tibia

Animal bones

Tooth root,
vertebra, tibia and
femur

Weight
Unsorted
Residue

of

I2l4 g

0g

1064 g

\üeight of
cremation

963 g

22g

939

Period

Roman

Mid
Roman

Context

3053

4138

4l 85
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Little further analysis is required. A full dental and skeletal inventory and a
quantification of the dental lesions will be produced for the final report.

The cremøted remaìns

The quantity of bone present within each sample ranges between 93 and 963 g. The
largest quantity was from context (3053). All fragments were in good condition with
some abrasion present. The largest fragment, from context 3053, measured 62.50 mm.
None of the fragments within any of the residue samples could be identified and no
further analysis of the residues is required.

An average adult cremation can weigh between 1000-2400 g if complete (McKinley
1997, 68). The deposit from context 4185 was very small. It is therefore clear that this
deposit does not represent the entire remains of any one individual. However, the
small quantities of bone, the presence of charcoal and bumt clay suggests that this
was a deposit of pyre debris. The burnt animal bone in cremation 4185 indicates that
it was present on the pyre. It would be useful to examine all of the bone in detail to
determine the quantity of animal bone present and to identifu it to species if possible.
The identification of animal bone within human cremations has implicationi for the
study of burial practice of the period.

The cremated bone (3053) from the truncated urn does not represent the remains of a
complete individual. This is likely to be due to the feature being truncated by
ploughing. The presence of iron studs suggests that a casket was eithei present on the
pyre or was placed in the pit as grave goods. The placement of an urned cremation
within a small square enclosure have been located elsewhere, for example
Roughground Farm, Lechlade suggests that these mortuary enclosures dates to the 1st
and2nd centuries AD (Mudd et aL.7999, 111). The presence of the animal bone
amongst the cremated human bones (4185) and the nails as well as the location of
cremation 3053 carries implications for the study of burial practice of the Roman
period. A full discussion of the mortuary practices using examples from the Upper
Thames Valley will therefore be included in the full report. The bones do not warrant
further analysis.
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11. ASSESSMENT OF TIIE ANIMAL BONE

By Bethan Charles

Introduction

A total of 4239 fragments (15930g) of bone were recovered by hand by Oxford

Archaeology during excavations ín 1997, 98 and 99 at Appleford Sidings. The

material was rapidþ assessed in order to identifu species and quantit the material.

Much of the rnãt"tiul was fragmentary and the re-assembly of some of the elements

reduced the fragment count io 2556.It is likely that more detailed analysis of the

material for the full report will further reduce this number. In addition to the hand

retrieved material a toìal of 2018 fragments (378g) of bone was recovered from

environmental samples sieved through meshes of >10mm, 10 - 4mm and 4 - 2mm' A

total of 1696 frlgments were recovered from Bronze Age deposits whilst the

remaining materiaicame from undated contexts. From this number only 2 fragments

of sheep bone were identified to species in addition to a few fragments of frog and

rodent bone.

Condition

It was attempted to measure the condition of the bone by grading it from 1 to 5 using

the criteria stipulated by Lyman (1996), where Grade 1 is the best preserved bone

while Grade i indicates that the bone had suffered such structural and attritional

damage as to make it unrecognisable. The majority of the bone was not in particularly

good"condition, or between-grade 3 atÃ 4. Much of it was chalky and fragmented'

This will have increased the numbers of unidentified fragments of bone and obscured

some of the butchery and gnaw marks.

Methodology

Identification of the bone was undertaken at Oxford Archaeology with access to a

reference collection and published guides. The calculation of the species recovered

was done through the use of the total fragment method. All fragments of bone were

counted including elements from the vertebral centrum, ribs and long bone shafts. The

separation of shãep and goat bones was achieved using the criteria of Boessneck

ObAÐ and prummãl and È¡sch (1986) in addition to the use of the reference material

housed at OA. However, since no positive identification of goat was made all caprine

bones are listed as sheep.

Results

It is clear from Table 5 that alarge quantity of the material was unidentified. This is

largely due to the poor condition and fragmentary condition of much of the material'

More detailed anaþsis should increase the number of identified elements.

cattle and sheep appear to have provided the majority of the meat to the inhabitants. It

is probably ttrat caitte is slightþ over represented due to the poor condition of the

bones. Smaller and more frãgilé elements from sheep and pig are unlikely to have
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been preserved as well. Quite a Large quantity of material (338 fragments) was
recovered from Bronze Age context 84 including at least one juvenile sheep skeleton
and approximately 50 cremated fragments of bone which were not identified to
species.

Table 5. Total number of bones according to species and period.

Total

860

3l

t97

361

52

1055

2556

Unidentified

796

l9

153

33'1

52

1005

2362

Bird

0

0

0

0

0

I

I

Cat

0

0

0

0

0

I

I

Dog

0

0

0

0

0

I

Red Deer

I

0

0

0

0

0

Pig

2

0

)

0

0

5

9

Sheep

42

I

12

6

0

1l

1)

Cattle

l9

ll

30

t6

0

30

106

Horse

0

0

0

0

2

3

Period

BA

IA

ER

ROM

Post Med

lJndated

Toøl

A horse tooth was identified from Roman context 5389. A single red deer phalanx
was identified from within Bronze Age context 5093. It is probable and some wild
species was hunted to supplement the meat diet of the inhabitants, though there were
no butchery marks on the bone. Part of a cat mandible and a bird carpo metacarpus
was recovered from undated context 5582.

The remains of three articulated animal burials were identified from plans from the
site. None of the bones was recovered and they are not included in the tables above.
The most complete skeleton identified was a horse burial within pit 3104. The
skeleton was lying on its right side with the head facing to the north and the rear end
to the south. All of the bones appeared to be present and in reasonably good
condition. The location of the horse is close to enclosure 3052 and is possibly
associated with the cremation within it.

The second burial consisted of a large ungulate, possibly cattle, identified in pit 3136.
The feature had been heavily truncated by machining. From the plan it appears that all
that remains were the scapula, humerus, part of the rib cage and possibly the tibia
bone and some foot fragments. The remains appeared to be on a north south
alignment.

The final burial found in pit 3139 is less clear again due to machine damage. The
elements appear to be from alarge animal, probably cattlelhorse with part of the rib
cage and one scapula evident. However, the plan of the remains do not allow the
identification of any other fragments.

Conclusions and Recommendations

From the brief assessment of the material it appears clear that cattle, sheep and pig
would have contributed the most to the meat diet of the inhabitants. It is important
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that the recording of the assemblage is done in more detail to enable a more accurate

identification of ihe material including recording of tooth wear stages and fusion rate

of the epiphysis for ageing the animals. This will add to our understanding of the use

of the animals at the site. Measurements from the bones will increase or understanding

of changes in stature of the animals possibly due to improved farming techniques or

variations in breeds. It would also be valuable to note the abundance of certain elements

and spatial distribution of the bones. Finally it is recommended that the plans of the

animât burials are illustrated and that the significance of the deposits and association

with other features are discussed.
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12. ASSESSMENT OF THE POLLEN

By Elízøbeth Huckerby

Introduction

Twelve samples from the column (217) from a possible Bronze Age waterhole (1312)
were assessed palynologically. The core, which was one meter in length, sampled the
three fills, 1311,1317, and 7425. The column was subsampled in the laboratory and
the samples prepared for pollen analysis. They were then assessed for palynological
analysis by microscopic examination. Pollen is normally preserved in waterlogged
conditions and the assemblages of pollen types identified can give a record both of the
regional and local vegetation and possibly, in the case ofan archaeological feature, of
pollen types that have been imported onto the site.

Methodologlt

The column was subsampled in the laboratory and twelve samples were taken at the
following depths from the top of the column:

Table 6. Showing the depths of the samples from the top of the column

Depth from top of
column in metres

0.06

0.14

0.22

0.30

0.38

0.46

0.54

0.62

0.70

0.78

0.86

0.94

Fill

131 I

l31l

1311

t3t'Ì

13t7

t3t7

1425

1425

1425

1425

1425

1425

Metho do I o g1t for chemi cal p r ep ar ati on

The samples were prepared in the laboratory for pollen analysis using the standard
techniques of KOH, acetolysis and hot HF acid treatment (Faegn and Iversen l9S9).
The residues were mounted in silicone oil and examined with an Olympus BH-2
microscope using x400 magnification routinely and xl000 for critical grains. It is the
policy of OA North, were poqsible, to continue counting pollen until a sum of at least
50-100 pollen grains from land pollen types has been reached on two or more
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complete slides, to reduce the possible effects of differential dispersal under the

coveislip (Brooks and Thomas tSOl. If pollen is very.sqarse counting continues until

two compìete slides have been assessed. Pollen identification was carried out using

the standard keys of Faegri and Iversen (1989) and Moore et al (1991) and a limited

reference colleótion held-at OA North. Because the samples were only being assessed,

pollen grains not identified rapidly were recorded in either larger categories eg

ïubulifl-orae (Daisy-type) and Liguliflotue (Dandelion-type) or as undifferentiated

grains. CereaÌ-typè gtulnr were defined using the criteria of Andersen (1979);

i-ndeterminate grains i"r" r".orded using gfoups based on those of Birks (1973)' The

data arerror-ully presented in a table ai percentage values of the pollen sum' which

includes all poilên fpes and bracken spores. The numb_ers of pollen grains in these

samples *.r" ,o low ihat this not been implemented. Charcoal particles greater than

s¡r were recorded and are calculated as a percentage of the pollen sum plus charcoal.

P otential and recommendations

There is no potential for any further palynological analysis from the pollen column

277.Therefore no further work is recommended'

Results

Very low values of pollen were recorded in all twelve samples and the-data are not

presented in this report as they are considered to be of very limited value' The

maximum number of grains counted from any one sample was forty three, this was

from fill 1425 at a ãepth of 0.78m. In all twelve samples the pollen, _that 
was

recorded, was predominantly from herbaceous taxa such aS grasses, dandelion-type,

bracken, nettles and undifferentiated fem spores. Most of these pollen types are ones

that are relatively resistant to corrosion and are easily identifiable when the

freservation of ine pollen grains is poor. This -palynological 
assessment has

demonstrated that u"ry tittt" po-ll.tt has been preserved. However the very limited data

set does suggests thai very iew trees were gfowing in the vicinity of the settlement

when the fills of the waterhole were accumulating'
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13. ASSESSMENT OF THE CHARRED PLANT REMAINS

By Elízabeth Huckerby

Introduction

Samples were taken during the 1997,1998, 1998 and 2000 excavations at Appleford
Sidings from Bronze Age, Iron Age, Roman, modern/medieval and undated features.
These features included ditches, pits, waterholes, tree bowls, gullies, and a well. One
hundred and fifteen samples were assessed for charred plant remains. The assessment
was undertaken in order to establish whether plant material was present, the state of
its preservation, the relative abundance of the remains and the possible significance of
economic taxa.

Quantification

Table 7. The number of samples for each type of feature and phase

Undated

8

10

I

)

I

I

7

30

R

5

I

2

8

MR

I

I

E-M R

2

2

ER

l'7

17

IA

9

I LIA

10

BA

2t

l3

7

J

I

I

47

Feature

Pit fills

Warerhole fill

Ditch fill

Tree throw

Well fill

Grave fill

Plough soil

Gully fill

Posthole

Undiff

Total

Methodology

The one hundred and fifteen samples, from I litre to 60 litres in volume, were floated
using a modified Siraf machine; the flots were collected on 250¡r mesh and air-dried.
The flots were scanned with a LeitzlWlld microscope and plant material was
recorded and provisionally identified. The data are shown inTables 2-7 .

Results of assessment of charred plant remains

The results of the assessment of charred plant remains are shown ín Table2-7. All
samples contained some charred plant material. Most of samples contained some
modern contamination. 'Waterlogged plant remains were recorded in some samples.
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Bronze Age

Forty seven samples from features of this date were assessed for charred plant

,"*áirrr. Three filis (contexts 84,346, and 1564) were of a high potential and a further

two of good potential. Cereals, weed seeds and chaff were noted. Charcoal fragments,

which õ"r. g.rrrrally small in size, rwere present in all samples and many contained

molluscs. Wheat of thr emmer/spelt type (Triticum speltaldicoccum) and barley

(Hordeum) were the cereal dominant types with some oats (Avena)' Weed seeds

included legumes, cleavers (Galium aparine) and docks/sorrels (Rumex spp)

Iron Age

Ten samples from Iron Age waterholes were assessed for charred plant remains. A

single sámple, from the nU of the waterhole 168, is assessed as having a high

poõtttiut foì the analysis of charred plant remains. Wheat, some of a compact form,

ùarley and some oats were identified. Chaff was present at low values and weeds were

abunãant. Weed taxa identified included poppy (Papaver), Chenopodium sp, ribwort

plantain (Plantøgo lanceolata) and Rumex spp.

Roman

Twenty samples from Roman contexts were assessed for charred plant remains'

seventeen were from early Roman ditches, two early-mid Roman ditches, one from a

mid Roman pit and eighi of a broad Roman date. Seven samples were assessed as

having a high potentiaffor charred plant analysis. Four (5235,531 8, 5362 and 53 19)

*"r. ão* earþ Roman ditches, twõ from Roman pits (3050, 5221) and one from the

fill of a tree bowl (5217). Wheat (emmer/spelt type with some bread wheat), barley'

oats and rye were all identified together with chaff and weed seeds. The latter

included grass seeds, small leggmes, Rumex spp, Persicarias and sedges' A further

seven rutnpl.r were assessed aJ having a good potential for charred plant analysis.

Undated

Thirty samples were assessed from contexts, that at this stage of the post excavation,

have not been assigned to a phase. Features sampled included most types identified on

the site excluding waterholãs. A single sample from the a modern/medieval plough

soil, context 19, was assessed as having a high potential for further analysis, although

a further two from contexts 2102 and 1012 contained abundant well preserved

charcoal and are therefore assessed as having a high potential for charcoal analysis'

Abundant grains of bread wheat, some poorly preserved and partly germinated' were

identified in the sample from the ptough soil, context 19. Other charred material

included flax seeds (itnum usitatissimum) and weed seeds which included cofilmon

and sheep's sorrel (Rumex acetosa and Ru.mex acetosella), gfasses' small legumes and

Brassica sp

Results of charcoal assessment

All samples contained some charcoal although most was very fragmented and

therefore of a low potential for analysis. Five samples were assessed as having the
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potential for further analysis. Two were from Bronze age contexts (tree bowl 1003
and the fill of pit 5512 ), one from the fill of the Roman plt zns,on. Ào- an undated
ditch 1010 and another from the undated feature 2l-02. A mixed assemblage of
charcoal was noted in the samples.

f)iscussion

Potential

The assessment of samples from Appleford Sidings for charred plant remains
demonstrated the presence of both charred and waLrlogged orr., iiorn the site.
Preservation of the plant remains was mixed but would aliõw further analysis to be
undertaken. Twelve samples were assessed as having a high potential for chaned
plant remains and lrther nine a good potential. Three samples from contexts (g4 347
and 1564) assigned a Bronze Age date are of high potential and a further two,
contextsl349 and 5510 of a good potential. Cereal grains were abundant or coÍrmon
in the samples with wheat and barley identified. Crop processing waste products were
recorded at low levels and a moderate numbers of wèed seeds were iáentified from
arable, wasteland, grassland, and damp conditions. Bronze Age records of cereals
from the Thames valley are unusual (Mark Robinson pers com) and therefore these
five samples are of regional importance.

A single sample, from the waterhole 168 (1997) dating to the Iron Age, was assessed
as- having a high potential for the analysis of charred pìant remains. Cereals including
wheat (some compact), barley, and oats, chaff and weèd seeds were abundant.

Seven samples from the Roman period, four from the early part and th¡ee of a general
Roman date were assessed as having a high potential for itrõ analysis of charreã plant
remains' A greater range of cereal taxa were iecorded in these Roman samples.

Information from the charred plant remains of economic plants at Appleford Sidings
in the Bronze Age, Iron Age and the Roman period will óompl"-"rri ìhat from other
sites in the Thames Valley. It will also proviãe a record of cúanging agricultural and
economic regimes at Appleford Sidings.

This assessment demonstrated the potential for further analysis of charred plant
remains from Appleford sidings dating from the Bronze Age, Iron Age and Roman
period' It is recommended that twelve samples, highlighted ai having u-nign potential,
and two from the Bronze Age as having a good potential, shoulJ Ue iakËn to fi¡ll
analysis. It is recommended that five samples should be taken to full charcoal
analysis.
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LowCereals 2, wheat, barleyCharcoal 3, larger some sap wood incl bark,42Pit fill of 4144t3e3 (e7)

LowCereal l, wheat, barleY, undiff,Charcoal 2, small fragments, molluscs 1-2,46Pit fill of 414412e4 (e7)

LowCereal l, wheat*fraglnent, srnall legume50m1, charcoal 2, charred bud, molluscs 2,

modem contatnination
46Pit fill of 4144tl92 (e7)

LowCereal 1, undiff possibly wheat,25-30m1, charcoal small 2, molluscs,

contamination
46Pit fill of 41441091(e7)

LowCereal fragrnent?75rnl, very slnall charcoal

contarnination

2, modern50Fill of tree throw 33734182 (e7)

HighCereals 4, wheat (emrner?), barley, poor

preservation, chaff, weed seeds + hazel nut
300rnl, charcoal 4, oak+other, round wood,

bone rnammal, small lnammal, and calcin
40Fill of tree throw 3373468l (97)

Low<l0rnl, very fìne charcoal 4, molluscs 2,

modern contamination
28Fill of pit 3223267 8(97)

Lowl0-l5rnl, charcoal 4, larger Pieces, oak
+other, small tnamlnal bird bone, molluscs

l0Fill of waterhole I 8026864 (e't)

Low<l0rnl, charcoal 4, very srnall, molluscs 422Fill of waterhole 18027063 (e7)

Lowl0 ml, charcoal 4 oak + other, rnolluscs 4,

lnodem contamination
t2Fill of waterhole 18026762 (e7)

LowWaterlogged seeds25rnl, charcoal poorly presefved, small

mammal bone
32Fill of waterhole I 806t (97)

Low20 ml, charcoal 2, rnolluscs 43lFill of waterhole 18060 (e7)

LowCharred grass seed, waterlogged seeds50 rnl, very small charcoal 3,srnall mammal

bone, modem contamination,
30Fill of waterhole I 80274se (e7)

LowWeed seeds l,40m1, fine charcoal 4 oak + other, molluscs

waterlogged seeds, tnatntnal bone + small
45Pit fill of 18618848 (e7)

LowWeeds l, charred hazel nut frags,

waterlogged seeds
30 ml, charcoal 4 srnall pieces, oak*other,

contamination, matnmal bone +small
42Pit fiIl 0f 18618747 (e7)

HighCereals 4, wheat (sotne cotnpact) + barley,

chaff l-2, weed seeds 4
225 ml, charcoal=4 oak*other, twigs, bone

mammal*calcin, insects, contatnination
45Pit fill of 4148484 (e7)

PotentialPlant relnainsFlot descriptionSarnple size IFeature and descriptionContextSample

lr
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HighCereals 3-4, wheat, barley, part gennin,
weed seeds l-2, chaff I

475m1, charcoal 4+++,
rnarnrnal, srnall, calcin,

large, bone,20Fill of pit l5ól156420s (e8)

LowCereals 2, undiff, tarry, weed seeds 2, hazel
nut frags

l00ml, charcoal 4 larger frags, Pornoideae,
sorne round wood,

l0Fill of pit l56ll s63204 (e8)
LowCereals l, weed seeds I50rnl , charcoal 4, rnolluscs, contarnination20Fill of pit 15611562203 (e8)

Low75rnl, charcoal 2 srnall, molluscs, badly
contarnination

40Fill of ditch 1380I 380218 (98)

LowWeed seeds l, grass seedsl0-l5rnl, charcoal 3, very srnall, rnolluscs
4,contarnination

l0Fill ofditch 1372l37l207 (e8)

GoodCereal s 2, wheat, oats barley, chaff l,
weeds I

50-75rnl, charcoal
contamination,

4, lnolluscst4Fill of pit 13481349202 (e8)

Low, high
for charcoal

Cereal I200lnl, charcoal 4+++, oak + o16s¡, sttu¡¡
marnmal, bone,contarnination,

20Fill of tree bowl 1003I 002200 (e8)

LowCereal frags l, weed seedsl25ml, charcoal 3, srnall frags, good
preservation oak+61¡s¡, contamination

40Fill of ditch 5 I 8524u6 (e7)

Low90- l00rnl, charcoal 2, srnall frags,
contarnination 4+++

50Fill of gully 475477n r (97)

LowCereals I wheat? +frâgs tarry25m1, charcoal 3
contarnination

oak+e1þs¡, bone,20Fill of waterhole 442455l0l (e7)
Low

<lOrnl contarnination40Fill of waterhole 442452t02 (e7)

LowCereal l, weed seeds l,50-75m1, charcoal srnall, rnolluscs 4, bone
contarnination

20Fill of waterhole 442451103 (e7)

Lowl0-l5rnl, charcoal,
contarnination

rnolluscs 4,20Fill of waterhole 442450104 (97)

Low
<1Ornl, tiny fragrnents of charcoal, modern
contalnination

Fill of waterhole 442449106 (e7)

LowWaterlogged blackberries and elderberriesCharcoal
and twigs

3, bone, insects, rnolluscs, leaves20Fill of waterhole 442447l 0s (e7)

birch? Modern contarnination
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LowCharred hazel nut frags 4l30rnl, charcoal 4, rnolluscs, contarnination40Fill of pit 5576557'l1042 (00)

Low<5rnl,2 frags ofoak charcoal20Fill of waterhole 14s565ro40 (00)

low30rnl, charcoal 4, slnall frags, oak+other,

contarnination
25Fill of pit 551255131038 (00)

good+
charcoal

Weed seeds 3, waterlogged seeds including
Prturtts spinosa,

>l500rnl, charcoal 4+++,

contamination

rnixed taxa,40Fill of pit 551255101018 (00)

Low<5m[, small tnatntnal bone2Fill of pit 551255091044 (00)

LowWaterlogged remains30rnl, charcoal stnall frags, contaminationIFillof pit 55125508l04s (00)

LowI l5rnl, charcoal 4+++
molluscs, contamination

rnixed taxa,24Fill of pit 55125508l03e (00)

Low<lOml, charcoal 3, srnall, oak+otherJFill of pit 5512s506l 043 (00)

LowWeed seeds I
1 0-1 5ml, charcoal 2, contarnination34Fill ofditch 509250931024 (00)

LowCereals 2- I , weed seeds I30lnl, charcoal
contamination

small, molluscs,34Fill of ditch 507350761022 (00)

LowCereals l, wheat20rnl, charcoal 2, stnall, lnolluscs 4, insects

contamination,
36Fill of ditch 5073507s1023 (00)

LowCereals l, frags tarry,25-50m1, charcoal 3, slnall, contamination40Fill of pit 50145018l04l (00)

LowCereals I20rnl, charcoal 2, srnall, waterlogged seeds

contamination
40Fill of pit 30983099223 (e8)

Low<lOml, charcoal 2, srnall, contatnination40Fill of ditch 30543055222 (98)

Lowl0rnl, charcoal 1-2, badly contamination20Fill of grave I 566t567206 (e8)

Table g. Appleford Sidings: assessment of charred plant remains from Bronze Age contexts. Scoured on a scale of 1-4 l:0-5, 2:5-25,3:25-100

ând 4:>100

I
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LowCereals l, weed seeds I70r¡1, charcoal
contamination

2, rnolluscs 4,24Fill of Late Iron
Posthole 5550

Ag"s549l0le (00)

LowWaterlogged seeds50rnl, charcoal 2-3, small frags, rnolluscs 243Fill of waterhole 2422417 t (e7)

LowCereal I ,undiff, weed seeds, waterlogged
seeds

<20rnl, charcoal 2, lnolluscs 2,
contarnination

44Fill of waterhole 24224470 (e7)
LowCereal I45-50rnl, charcoal 3, bone, srnall rnarnrnal46Fill of waterhole 2422436e (e7)
LowWaterlogged seeds<20rnl, charcoal 4, rnolluscs 342Fill of waterhole 2092204s (e7)

Waterlogged seeds25rnl, charcoal 4, oak+other, molluscs 3,
slnall marnlnal bone

50Fill of waterhole 209219s4 (e7)

LowCereal l, undiff, Hazel nut frags,
waterlogged seeds

75rnl, charcoal 4, oak+other, molluscs 342Fill of waterhole 209r8846 (e7)
LowWeed seeds,waterlogged seeds20-25n1, charcoal 4, molluscsl7Fill of waterholel6S1724t (e7)

HighCereal s 3-4, wheat (sorne coinpact), barley,
oats, chaff 2, weed seeds 4

50-6Ornl, charcoal 4, contamination40Fill of waterholel6817040 (e7)
LowWeed seeds and waterlogged seedsCharcoal 4, small frags, coal, contarnination40Fill of waterholel631693e (e7)
PotentialPlant relnainsFlot descriptionSarnple size IFeature and descriptionContextSample

Table 9. Appleford Sidings: assessment of charred plant remains from Iron Age contexts. Scoured on a scale of l-41:0-5, 2:5-25,3:25-lO0
and 4:>100
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GoodCereals 2, wheat, barleY, chaff 2, weed45-50m1, charcoal 4, srnall frags, not oak,24Fill of ditch 531754281009 (00)

HighCereals 4++, wheat (incl bread), barley, rye,
oats, chaff 2, weed seeds 4

l00rnl, charcoal

contamination

2-3, tnolluscs,JJFill of ditch 531954091006 (00)

GoodCereals l, chaff 3, weed

waterlogged seeds

seeds l-2,25rnl, charcoal 2, srnall frags, molluscs

contarnination
24Fill of ditch 540354061016 (00)

LowCereal l, weed seeds, waterlogged seeds<l0ml, molluscs l, bone, contarnination,36Fill of ditch 54035405lOls (00)

Low50rnl, charcoal 2, rnolluscs, contatni nation40Fill of ditch 541953891036 (00)

LowCereals I60rnl, charcoal 2, small frags not oak,

molluscs 4, contamination
40Fill of ditch 53885387l03s (00)

HighCereals 4++, wheat incl bread, oats, rye,
barley, tarry part genninated, chaff4, weed

seeeds

400rnl, charcoal 4, rnolluscs 2, bone36Fill of ditch 536253631003 (00)

LowCereals l, weed seeds I10rnl, charcoal l, srnall frags, rnolluscs 2,

contarnination
24Fill of ditch 53 I 8s3451008 (00)

GoodCereals 3, barley, wheat emtner/spelt, chaff

2, weed seeds 2
20m1, charcoal 2,

contarnination

molluscs 324Fill of ditch 53185344l0l0 (00)

LowChaff l, weed seeds Il0-l5rnl, charcoal 2, rnolluscs 2,24Fill of ditch 53185334l0l2 (00)

HighCereals 4, wheat, barley, oats +rye, part

genninated, chaff 1-2, weed seeds 2-3
75rnl, charcoal 2, bone, rnolluscs,

contamination
23Fill of ditch 53185332l01l (00)

GoodCereals 3, tarry, wheat (spelt), barley, chaff
2, weed seeds 3

30m1, charcoal oak, tnolluscs 4,

contamination
22Fill of ditch 528652971030 (00)

LowCereals l-2, poor Preservatlon, chaff I,
weed seeds 1-2

25rnl, charcoal 2, coal,20Fill of ditch 5286s293r032 (00)

LowCereals l-2, chaff l-2, weed seeds 225m1, charcoal
contarnination

2, coal, tnolluscs 2,20Fill of ditch 528652921033 (oo)

HighCereals 2, barley, oats, chaff 4, glurnes

ernrner/spelt, weed seeds 3-4,
50m1, charcoal , molluscs, contamination25Fill of ditch 523552s91014 (00)

PotentialPlant remainsFlot descriptionSarnple size IFeature and descriptionContextSample

I
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LowCereals l-2, undiff, chaff2l0-l5ml, charcoal 2, srnall frags, rnolluscs
2, contarnination

20Fill of ditch 528652911028 (00)

GoodCereals 2, wheat, barley and oats, chaff 2,
weed seeds 2

50m1, charcoal 3-4, srnall frags, rnolluscs 4,
contamination

36Fill of ditch 5469546sr0l3 (00)
seedsmolluscs 4, contatnination

Table 10' Appleford Sidings assessment of charred plant remains from early Roman contexts. Scoured on a scale of l-4 l:0-5, 2:5-25, 3:25-
100 and 4:>100

LowCereals l, wheat, chaff l, weed seeds I25-35m1, charcoal l, molluscs 4,
contamination

40Fill of ditch 532453261034 (00)

CoodCereal 2, wheat, barley, poor preservation,
chaff2,, weed seeds 3.4,

Molluscs 3, coal, bone small marnmal,
contamination

20Fill of ditch 52865288l03l (00)

Good-highCereals 3-4, wheat, barley, oats, part
germinated, tarry, chaff l, weed seeds 4,

75-l00rnl, charcoal 4, bone mammal,
calcin, small marnmal, insects, molluscs 3,
contamination

20Fill of rnid Rornan pit4138404 (ee)
PotentialPIant remainsFlot descriptionSarnple size IFeature and descriptionContextSample

Table 11. Appleford Sidings: assessment of charred plant remains from early/mid and mid Roman contexts. Scoured on a scale of l-4 1:0-5,
2:5-25, 3:25-100 and 4:>1 00
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Low<l0ml, charcoal l, contarnination4Fill ofposthole 55525553l02l (00)

Low10rnl, charcoal 1, srnall frags,

contamination
6Fill ofposthole 555055s I1020 (00)

HighCereals 4, wheat, barley, oats, rye, chaff 4,
weed seeds 4

60-65m1, contaminationt2Fill of pit 5221223lo0s (00)

HighCereals 4, wheat, barley, oats, chaff 4, weed

seeds 4, processing waste
75-80rnl, charcoal 4, molluscs 2, bone,

contarnination
t2Fill of tree bowl 52172t91004 (oo)

Low, high
charcoal

2000rn1, charcoal {+++, well preserved

mixed taxa incl Pornoideae
50Fill of pit 3 125312622s (e8)

LowCereals l, straw? weed seeds 2<lOml, charcoal 4, calcin bone,Fill of pit 3050305 l+305322rb (98)

HighCereals 3, wheat, barley, chaff 4, incl straw,

weed seeds 4
>800m1, Charcoal 4++, large frags, round
wood, oak

Fill of pit 3050305 I22t (e8)

Low<10rnl, charcoal 4, srnall frags,

contamination
Fill of pit 3050305 1+305322t (e8)

PotentialPlant remainsFlot descriptionSarnple size IFeature and descriptionContextSample

Table 12 Appleford Sidings: assessment of charred plant remains from Roman contexts. Scoured on a scale of l-4 l:0-5, 2:5-25,3:25-100 and

4:>100

LowWeed seeds I<20rnl, charcoal 3, oakiother,40Fill of pit 221222s3 (e7)

LowWeed seeds l,l0-2ùnl, charcoal 2, rnolluscs l, bone,

contamination
40Fill of ditchls8s6 (e7)

LowCereal l, undiff, waterlogged seeds<lOml, charcoal l, contarnination30Fill of pitr0938 (e7)

High ?Cereals 4, bread wheat, oats, weed seeds 4l25rnl, charcoal 4, oak+other, twigs,
molluscs 2, contatnination

40Plough soil rnod/med19100 (97)

PotentialPlant remainsFlot descriptionSarnple size IFeature and descriptionContextSarnple

I
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l

Low85m1, charcoal 4, mixed taxa, larger frags,
roundwood, contamination

40Fill of ditch 204220392t4 (98)

Lowl00ml, charcoal 4, srnall frags,
contamination

40Fillof ditch 20422038213 (e8)

LowCereals I indiff<75m1, charcoal 2-3
contamination,

molluscs 240Fill of ditch 1382r3822te (e8)

Low, high
charcoal

800m1, charcoal 4+++, oak-fother, molluscs
2, contarnination

20Fill of ditch l0l0t0t2201 (e8)

Lowl5rnl, charcoal 2, srnall, molluscs 4,
contamination

20Fill of well478486tt7 (97)

Low25-30rnl, charcoal 4, small frags, some oak,
molluscs 4, contamination

40Fill of well 478483t20 (e7)
LowWaterlogged seeds35m1, charcoal 2, contarninationFill of pit 456464r08 (e7)

LowCereal l,l5-20m1, Charcoal l, rnolluscs 4,
contamination

60Fill of pit 456461l 09 (e7)
LowCharcoal 3, small frags21054 (e7)
LowCharcoal 3, rnolluscs 4, contamination35083 (e7)

LowSrnall frags of charcoal, tnolluscs 4++,
contamination

3508t (e7)

Low, high
charcoal

2700m1, çþ¿¡ç6¿l {+**21022 (e7)
Low20-25n1, charcoal 2, rnolluscs 2, contarniin30Fill of tree throw 36 I36183 (e7)

Low20-25m1, charcoal 3, small frags,
contarnination, rnolluscs I

40Fill of ditch 35535680 (e7)
Low20rnl, charcoal sample 4++, small frags20Fill of pit 28028ts8 (97)

LowWaterlogged seeds<l0lnl, charcoal3, very srnall frags,
lnolluscs 2, contamination

20Fill of gully 260262s7 (e7)

contamination

Appleford Sidings, Oxfords hire : P ost-excavation Assessment
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LowWeed seeds I20m1, charcoal 2, small frags,molluscs,

contamination
6Fill of pit 554255411017 (00)

LowCereals l, wheat, compact, hazel nut fragm25-30m1, charcoal 2,

contamination

molluscs 4,34Fill of ditch 5419541 81037 (00)

LowCereals l, wheat, barleY, weed seeds I10m1, charcoal
contarnination

l, molluscs I,34Fill of ditch509'7102s (00)

LowCereals 1, undiff fragment60-65mI, charcoal, contarnination20Fillof pit 50115012r02 (00)

Low50-75m1, charcoal 4,
contamination

larger frags,404184/4t864t8514186403 (ee)

Low
25m1, charcoal 2, contaminationl54t864t86402 (ee)

Low
<20m1, charcoal 3, srnall frags, rnolluscs l,
bone, contamination

l0Fill of pit 41844185401 (ee)

Low
?5mI, charcoal 4, contarnination30Fill2049220 (e8)

Lowl00ml, charcoal 4, molluscs 2'

contamination
40Fill of ditch 20422041216 (98)

LowCereal I, undiff fragment<50rnl, charcoal 4, rnolluscs, contamination40Fill of ditch 20422040215 (e8)

Table 13. Appleford sidings: assessment of charred plant remains from undated contexts. scoured on a scale of l-4 1:0-5' 2:5-25' 3:25-100

and 4:>100

I
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14, ASSESSMENT OF \ryATERLOGGED PLANT REMAINS FROM 35
SAMPLES

By Ruth Pellìng

Introduction

A total of 35 samples from APSID9T of Middle Bronze Age date were examined for
the assessment of waterlogged plant reinains. Samples were taken from the lower fills
of waterholes, pits and possible wells. Sub-samples of lkg, or in two cases 10 litres,
were processed by hand and floated onto a 250¡tm mesh. Flots were kept wet and
were submitted for evaluation.

Laboratory Methods

Flots were washed through a stack of sieves to break them into manageable fractions.
Each fraction down to the 500¡rm mesh was scanned under water using a binocular
microscope at x10 to x25 magnification. Any waterlogged plant remains were
provisionally identified and an estimate of their abundance was made. The presence
of well preserved insects was also noted.

Results

íï/aterhole 1ó8: Four samples were assessed, three of which contained occasional
waterlogged seeds (contexts 174, 179 and 178). Context 178 also contained very
occasional insect fragments. The flora included marshy or damp ground species,
including Myosoton aquaticum (water chickweed) and some damp grassland plants
such as Ranunculus acris/repens/bulbosus (buttercup), Rumex coiglomerarøs (sharp
docks) and Carex sp. (sedges). Also present were occasional spécies of disturbed
habitats such as Stellaria media (chickweed), Polygonum aviiulare (knotgrass),
Urtica dioíca (stinging nettle) and Plantago major(çÃantain) with occasional
scrubland plants such as Rubus fruticosus (bramble) and Crataegus sp. (hawthorn).

Waterhole 180: Seven samples were assessed for their waterlogged remains. Four
samples contained useful quantities of waterlogged seeds (contexts 28g, 266, ZBB,
287),two of which contained very large quantities of remains (contexts 2BB and 287)i.
The flora includes species which would have been growing on the edge of or within
the waterhole itself such as Ranunculus subgen Batrachium (crowfoot) and Lycopus
europaeus (gipsywort). A grassland element is represented by species such as
Prunella vulgaris (selflreal), Leontodon sp. thawÈbit) and Picris hieracíodes
(hawkweed ox-tongue) and by damp grassland species such as Rumex conglomeratus
(¡harp dock). Species of damp, marshy ground or fen are present including Lychnis
flos-cuculi (ragged robin), Myosoton aquatícum (water qhickweed) and 

-Rho*nu,

catharticum (buckthorn). A range of species of disturbed habitats including arable
species is also present (eg. Chenopodíum album, Stellariø media, Aethusa cyiapium).'Well preserved insect remains are present in nine samples.
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Welt 209: For samples were assessed of which one contained useful numbers of
waterlogged plant rernains and fairly good insects (context 216), while waterlogged

plant remain. *"r" present in context 215. Frequent fragments of a waterlogged

ãiffur. porous wood including large pieces were present in both samples' A single

waterlogged grain of a hulled Triticum sp. (wheat) was also recognised from context

216. SpecieJ of damp ground, marsh or fen include Myosoton aquaticaum, while

Rumex ionglomeralus is characteristic of damp grassland. Ruderal or arable species

form the grèatest component of the samples including Polygonum lapathiþlium Qtale
persicaria), Urticø urens (small nettle) and U. dioica (stinging nettle).

'tlaterhole 442: Three samples were assessed, two of which contain occasional

waterlogged plant remains (contexts 447 and 446), although Rubus fruticosus
(bramble, blackberry) and Sambucus nigra (elder) are the only species present.

Pit/Iqaterhole 456: Two samples were assessed, one of which contained well

preserved plant remains and insects (context 458). Seeds of the aquatic plant

Ranuncului subgen. Batrachium (crowfoot) were most frequent, while Lycopus

europaeus was possibly growing on the edge of the waterhole. Ruderal or arable

rp".i.r were õo**on including Stellaria media (chickweed) Chenopodium

polyspermun (many-seeded goosefoot), Chenopodium album (fat hen), and Urtica
-a¡oica 

(stinging nettle). Occasional grassland species including of damp grassland

were represented such as Ranunculus øcris/repens/bulbosus (buttercup), Torillis
japonica (upright hedge-parsley), Rumex conglomeratus (sharp dock), Prunella

vulgaris (selfheal), Carduus sp. (thistle) and Leontodon sp. (hawkbit).

Waterhole 478: Four samples were assessed, two of which contained occasional

waterlogged plant remains (contexts 481 and 480). The flora consists largely of
ruderal 

-(Chenopodium 
album, Atriplex sp, (Jrtica urens, (Jrtica dioica) with some

scrubby species (Rubus fruticosus and Prunus sp.).

Waterhole 517: Three samples were assessed, two of which (context 529, 528)

contain very frequent waterlogged plant remains and insects. A charred spikelet fork

of Triticum dicoccum (emmer wheat) was also identified from context 528. The flora

is very similar in nature to that in waterhole 180. Species which could have been

growing within the mud at the edge of the waterhole include Alisma plantago-

áquøtiia (water-plantain) and Lycopus aquøtica (gipsywort), while aquatic species of
more open water include Ranunculus subgen Batrachium (crowfoot) and

PotamoÇeton sp. (pondweed). Grassland is suggested by species such as Prunella

vulgaril (selflreal), Leontodon sp. (hawkbit) and Picris hieraciodes (hawkweed ox-

tongue) and damp grassland species such as Rumex conglomeraløs (sharp docþ,

Juicus sp. (rushes) , Carex sp. (sedges) and Eleocharis paluslris (common spike rush).

Species ãf 
'du*p, 

marsþ ground or fen are present including Lychnis flos-cuculi
(ragged robin) ind Myosoton aquaticum (water chickweed). A range of species of
disturbed habitats including arable species is also present (eg. Chenopodium album,

Stellaria media, Aethus a cynapium).
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Polygonum aviculare

P oly gonum lapathifo lium

Rumex conglomeratus

Rumexsp.

(Jrtica urens

Urtica dioica

,Sa/u sp.

I¿biatae

Lycopus europaeus

Prunella vulga¡is

Stachys sp.

Plantago major

Sambucus nigra

Bidens sp.

Carduus sp.

Lapsanø commtmis

Leontodon sp.

Picris echioídes

Picrís hieracioides

Sonchus asper

A I is ma p I an tago - aq uati c a

Potamogeton sp.

Juncus sp.

Eleocharß palustris

Carex sp.

Triticum sp.

Trtticumsp.

Charred

Triticum spelta

Trit¡cum sp.

Caddis fly

Insects

Knotgrass

Pale Penicaria

Sharp Dock

Docks

SmallNettle

Common, Stinging Nettle

Willowbud

small seeded

Gipsywort

Selfteal

Wor¡ndwort

Plantain

Elder

Bur-Marigold

Thistle

Nipplewort

Hawkbit

Bristly Ox-Tongue

Hawkweed Ox-Tongue

Spiny Milk- or Sow-Thistle

Water-Plantain

Pondweed

Rush

Common Spikerush

Sedges

Hulled Wheat grain

Hulled Wheat glume base

Spelt Whæt grain

Hulled Wheat glume base
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*: 0-10 presnet; ++: common, +++ = frequent; *-l** = abundant
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15. ASSESSMENT OF INSECTS AND WATERLOGGED PLANT REMAINS
FROM ADDITIONAL SAMPLES

By Mørk Robínson

Introduction

A total of 35 samples from Appleford Sidings (APSID97) had previously been assessed
for macroscopic plant remains (report by Ruth Pelling). Five more samples, from APSID
97,98,99 and 00 are assessed here for macroscopic plant remains. These five samples,
plus 23 samples previously assessed for waterlogged macroscopic plant remains, were
also assessed for insect remains. The samples were mostly from the lower fills of Bronze
Age and Iron Age wells and water holes but included a few samples from Roman pits
and a ditch.

Methods and Results

Samples of lkg were washed over onto a 0.25mm mesh to recover waterlogged organic
remains and the flots scanned under water using a binocular microscope. Any plant
remains observed were provisionally identified and an estimate made of their abundance.
The results are given in Table 1 for those samples found to contain material,
nomenclature following Clapham et al. (1987). Samples for which remains are absent
are listed in Table 2. Samples of the order of 10 litres were washed over onto a 0.25mm
mesh and the flots subjected to paraffin flotation to recover insect remains. The flots
were washed in detergent and scanned under water using a binocular microscope. Any
insect remains observed were provisionally identified and an estimate made of their
abundance. The results for Coleoptera (beetles) are given in Table 3 for those samples
found to contain remains, nomenclature following Kloet and Hincks (1977). Samples for
which insects are absent are listed in Table 4.

Potential

Waterhole 517 TLree samples \ryere assessed for insects from this Bronze Age to Iron
Age waterhole, (Contexts 179, 178 and 216). Remains are present in all samples,
particularly dung beetles from the genera Geotrupes, Aphodius and Onthophagus. The
highest concentration of remains is present in Context 216, rn which water beetles likely
to have lived in the waterhole such as Helophorus aquaticus or grandis, Helophorus sp.
(brevipalpis size) and Limnebiw sp. were also present.

Well 478 Three samples were assessed for insects from this Iron Age well and insects
were found in two samples (Contexts 215 and 194). The most numerous insects in both
samples are small water beetles. Context 194, which contains a higher concentration of
remains, also has species of grassland habitats, such as Crepidodera ferruginea, and
scarabaeoid dung beetles such as Geotrupø,s sp.
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Well 209 Three samples were assessed for insects from this Iron Age well and remains

were found in two samples (Contexts 241 and 323). Only a single beetle was noted in

Context 323 but grassland species including Agriotes sp. and scarabaeoid dung beetles

from the genera Geotrupes and Aphodíus aÍe present in Context 241.

Waterhole 180 Five samples were assessed from this Bronze Age waterhole for insects

and remains are presentin all the samples (Contexts 289, 446, 458, 529 and 528).

Helophorus sp. (brevipølpis size) is the most numerous beetle in company with another

smail water beetle, Ochthebius sp. The occuffence of Tanysphyrus lemnae in Context

528 suggests Lemnqsp. (duckweed) covered the surface of the water in the waterhole. A

wide rãige of beetles fràm tenestrial habitats is also present. Phytophagous beetles of
grasslaniinclude Hoplia philonthus, Phyllopertha horticola, Agrypnus murinus and

T.griotes sp. while widenCe of grazng is given by dung beetles mostly of the genera

õeotrupei and Aphod.ius. An example of Brachinus crepitans (bombardier beetle),

which lives in rwatm sunny habitats, was noted in Sample 528. The only hint of

woodland or scrub is given by the poplar and willow feeding beetle Chalcoides sp.

Waterhole I68 Three samples were assessed for insects from this Bronze Age waterhole

and insects are present in all the samples (Contexts 266,288 and 287). All contain high

concentration of th. small water beètle Helophorus sp. (brevipølpis size). Species of
grassland habitats, including Phyllopertha horticolq, ate also present.

Waterhole 242 T\ree samples from this Bronze Age waterhole were assessed for insects

and one of these samples was also assessed for macroscopic plant remains, but all that

was found was a single example of the beetle Philonthus sp. in Context 481'

Well j22 A couple of carabid (ground) beetles are the only remains noted in a single

sample assessed for insects from this well of uncertain date (Context 479)'

pit l3I2 A single sample which was assessed for macroscopic plant remains and insects

from this WotleAge pit (Context 1312) contains little else apart from numerous seeds

of Juncus sp.(rusÐ.

Ditch 4014 Asingle sample was assessed from this early Roman ditch which was found

to contain waterlogged macroscopic plant remains and insects (Context 4015). The

macroscopic plant iemains are mostþ from plants of thom scrub or hedgerow such as

Rubusfrutirlru, agg (blackbetry), Rosa sp. (rose), Prunus spinosa (sloe) and Crataegus

cf. *oiogtrea ¡hawtñorn¡. Howèver, there-are also seeds of the aquatic plant Ranunculus

S. Batrach¡um sp. (watár crowfoot), which is likely to have grown in the ditch, and

plants of disturbãd ground such as Trþleurospermum inodorum (scentless mayweed).

The beetles are mostly species of open habitats, with several examples of clover and

vetch-feeding weevils of the genus Apíon.
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Pit 5319 A single sample was assessed from this early Roman pit which was found to
contain rather poorly-preserved waterlogged macroscopic plant and some carbonised
plant remains (Context 5413). The waterlogged seeds are mostly from plants of
disturbed ground such as Stellaria media gp. (chickweed) and plants of damp habitats
such as Carex sp. (sedge). The few insects include the willow-feeding beetle Phyllodecta
sp. The charred plant remains are likely to be from crop-processing with a grain of
Hordeum sp. (hulled barley), a couple of glumes of Triticum dicoccum or spelta (emmer
or spelt wheat) and some weed seeds.

Contexts from which Remains are Absent Insect remains are absent from Bronze Age
waterhole 456, Brorue Age well 19i and Bronze Age pit 414. Macroscopic plant
remains are also absent from Pit 414.

General Potential The results of the assessment are generally disappointing. The
particular remains assessed mostly occur in low concentrations and preservation is
mostly poor. Crop remains are absent from the prehistoric samples and there is no insect
evidence for human settlement or timber buildings. The chalred crop remains from the
Roman samples are sparse and unexceptional. However, waterlogged Bronze Age
deposits are rare in this part of the region. Waterhole 180 probably has the best Bronze
Age insect assemblages. They suggest an open grassland landscape with some grazing
by domestic animals and perhaps a little willow scrub. However, these samples do not
have the high proportion of dung beetles from the genus Onthophagus shown by some
insect assemblages of middle Bronze Age date. It would be useful to obtain radiocarbon
dating for this waterhole. The assessments of waterlogged macroscopic plant remains
from Waterhole 180 by Ruth Pelling showed that they too had high potential. The other
feature regarded as having potential for waterlogged macroscopic plant remains and
insects is early Roman ditch 4015. It is probable that the sample from this deposit will
give information on a hedged agricultural landscape.

Recommendations

It is recommended that, in addition to the detailed analyses recommended by Ruth
Pelling, samples are analysed from 'Waterhole 

180 for insects and the and the sample
from Ditch 4015 is analysed for both macroscopic plant remains. It is also recommended
that unprocessed material from these samples is analysed for pollen.

Table 15. Macroscopic Plant Remains

Feature

Context

Sample

13t2

1312

2t2

4014

4015

400

53 19

5413

1007

WetgRt-occeo
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Rønunculus cf. repens

R. parviflorus

Ranunculus S. Batrachium sP

Coronopus squamatus

Stellariamedia gp.

Montiafontana

Atriplex sp.

Rubus fruticosus agg.

.Rosa sp. - prickle

Prunus spinosa

Crataegus cf. monogna

Urtica dioica

Salix sp.

Sambucus nígra

Tr ip I e ur o s p er mu m in o do rum

Juncus spp.

Carex sp.

Cnenn¡o

Vicia or Lathyrus sp.

Bromus cf. secalinus

Triticum dicoccum or spelta

Triticum sp.

Hordeum sp. - hulled

creeping buttercup

small-fl owered buttercuP

water crowfoot

swine cress

chickweed

blinks

orache

blackberry

rose

sloe

hawthorn

stinging nettle

willow

elder

scentless mayweed

rush

sedge

vetch or tare

brome grass

emmer or spelt wheat

wheat

hulled barley

242

247

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+l-
+

- glume

* present, +l- several, # many

Table 16. Samples Assessed for Plant Remains from which Remains Absent

+

+

+

+

+

Feature

Context

Sample

Feature

Context

Sample

242

247

73

414

327

79

Table 17. Samples Assessed for lnsects from which lnsects Absent

456

t74

42

478

2t7

52

209

25r

72 73

509

tt4

191

324

76

414

327

79

322

480

t2t

1312

t3t2

2t2
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Table 18. Insect Remains

Featr¡re sl7 478 168 209 180 242 322 40t4 5319

Context

Sample

179 178

43 44

216

49

2t5

5l

194

55

529

tt2
481

'l18
479

l19

4015

400

s4l3

1007

266 288 287 241 323 289 458

ll0
528

lt366 67 68 74 75 65

446

107

Notiophilus q.

Dltschìirius gtobsus

Trechus obtustu or quadristriatus

Asaphidion flavipes

Bembidìon sp.

Calthafuscips

Ariøra sp.

Brachinus, crepitans

Halþlus q.

Hydroporus sp.

Agaha bipusaians

Coþmbetesfuscus

Helophorus aquaticus or grætdis

Helophotts sp. (brevípaþís size)

Megaslemtmt obscarwtt

Hydrobius fuscipes

I{isterinae indet.

Ochthebius sp.

Limnebius q,

+

+++
+ +

+

+

+ #

+

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

++

+

:

+

++

+

+

+

+

+

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+ +

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+
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st7 478 168 209 180 242 322 4014 5319
Feature

Conterd

Sample

t79

43

2t6

49

458

il0
529

tt2

528

113

481

ll8
479

ll9
4015

400

5413

t007

178

44

215 194 266 288 287 24r 323 289 446

51 55 66 67 68 74 75 65 107

Micropplus sp.

Lesteva longoelyftan

Philonthus comutus gp.

.$ezas sp.

Xantholínus lineørís or longiventris

Philonrhus q.

Staphylirus q.

Aleocharinae indet.

Geotnpes sP.

þhodius cf.grøarius

A. cf. sphacelatus

Aphodius sp.

Oryomus sylvestrís

Onthophagus ovatrts

Hoplia philorthus

Phyllopertha horticola

Agrypnu mwirus

Agriotes sp.

Enicmus trülsversus

Phyllodecta sp.

lnngitarsus sp.

Altica sp.

+ +

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+++

+ +

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

++

+

+ +

+

++
+

+

+++++

++ +

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

"_J
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Feature 5t7 478 168 209 180 242 322 4014 5319

Context

Sample

t79

43

178

,ì4

215 194

55

2t6

49

323 289 446

75 65 107

287

68

288

675t

266

66

24t

74

458

ll0
529

u2

528

ll3
48t

ll8
479

ll9

,1015

400

54t3

1007

Crepidodera femtgfuea

Chalcoides sp.

Chaetocnerna concima

Apionsp.

Tanysphyrus lemnae

Ceutorlrynchus erysimi

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+
+

+ pr€sent, # several to many

7l
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Figure 1: Site location
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Plate l: Site of 1997 watching brief

Plate 2: Bronze Age watering hole from 1997 site



Plate 3: Roman cremation, burial enclosure and animal skeleton from 1998 site

Plate 4: Bronze Age ditch from 2000 site
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